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TWO DOLLARS A YEAR

Chattel Mortgages And
Partido Contracts
By W. C.

RESERVE,

Supreme Court, it was held
that livestock in bran as, which

in the hearts of his ac- qualntances. No just man seeks his
comnanv or want to h (.ailed hi.
frinnrt anA
hn ho moko.
of respectability the peoplo know he
is adding hypocrisy to his other short- He gets on fairly well when
comings.
the times are good and the sailing is
smooth, but when the squall comes, aB
it surely will, he will find his little
boat crushed and no one willing to
stand by with a helping hand.
A man convicted- - of murder Is com
forted by the sympathy of most good
people, and sustained by his friends
who hope to establish his innocence.
But when trouble overtakes a dead
beat as a newborn puppy in the midst
of a desert. Go hungry; freeze; bet
if you must, but never beat the man
who trusts you with shoes to warm
your baby's feet, or loans you money
you have none. Ex.

SMILE AND THE
WORLD SMILES WITH YOU
NO NEED OF WEEPING

NUMBER 52

Came

Whole World

In a recent decision, handed
down by the New Mexico warm
place

i
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THE DEADBEAT
A deadbeat can get along In any
community for a year or two. He
can get a living without working much
until people come to know him. But
no deadbeat ever got rich or indepen

Franklin

-

v.

.

ragEKYE ABYOCATE

IF BUSINESS IS DULL
START AN ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN

VOLUME II.

y

SPRINGER VI LLE, ARIZONA

LUNA

QUEMAOO

.

to Admire Genius

The stockmen of this district held
Miss Maggie Fay Irvin of Sweazea- a meeting In tht Forest Service Office
ra- - p'ans are beln made ville, attended the dances given here
on
10
me scaoies 01 wnicn a lew Saturday and Monday nights.
cases have been found In the north
end of the county. B. J. Colter and A.
J- McKay were appointed to go to
in town
Mrs. S. M. Hunter is
eu...
" on a short visit now. staying
""UJ " "
uo uu"
luD """" """""ues.

"nl

The dance given by T. 0. Howell at
his ranch last Friday night was en- joyed by all who attended
The church storehouse was robbed
last Tuesday and about (75.00 was
taken. The thief was one who knew
Just how to go to work to get the

of

"Abe" Lincoln

MAGDALENA

Lee Rldgeman, of Bryanvllle, Is in
Magdalena and will accept a position

here.
During the early years of the struggle between the states English sympathy was largely with the South, although the efforts of Henry Ward
Beecuer, George Francis Train and
In
other Amerlcnns of prominence,
stirring addresses at London, Manchester and other cities eventually
worked mlrncles in chnnglng the trend
Several of the
of public sentiment.
most Influential British newspapers of
that date lampooned Mr. Lincoln,
made sport of ills personal appear-mic- e
and otherwise beraeaned themselves In abuse of the "man of the
ages, who In niter yenrs was to command the lasting esteem of English-speakinpeople throughout the world,
Among these "niolders of public opln
Ion" was the London Spectator,
Suddenly after a long period of ad
verse criticism and vituperation, the
editor of the sheet apparently "saw
the light." The greatness of Lincoln
could no longer be Ignored. On April
8, 1S05, a week before the awful trag
edy nt Washington, a CliHigo Journal
printed the following paragraph from
an editorial In the Spectator, In refer
ence to Mr. Lincoln's second inaugural

Ira Sweazea of Sweazeavllle, was
here Monday buying goods for his
store.

have been recorded by married women after their marriMr. and Mrs. J. H. Crowder. of tho
money. He pried up the window and
w"
drove the cash drawer lock In, took
Circle O ranch were business visitors
age, it not the individual pro
here Monday.
the moeny and escaped without
perty ot the wife, but COM
The Becker Garage Co., has a large
anyone. The ground around
MUNITY
PROPERTY
Mr. and Mrs. Bob MoCord were visl- OF
new 2 ton Q. M. C. truck with which
the building was so dry and hard
Forest Supervisor Douglas left
THE HUSBAND AND WIFE.
there were no tracks left.
for a two week's inspection trip
they expect to do their own freighting tors Monday.
in
stock
the
from
Holbrook.
on the Tularusa and Jewltt Districts
Heretofore,
of
the Datll National Forest.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Brown of Kdgar
growing sections of the coun
E. L. Estes was in from his ranch are visiting their brother, S. A. Brown
A series of afternoon teas were giv
try, it has been common
Mrs.
Kitchens and two daughters
en the past week in honor of Mrs. Monday to attend the election.
and has been looked
who came here from Spur Lake seof Nutrioso who is
Bennett
Henry
Abe
and
Rob
Uncle
Howell
Just
have
as quite proper in many in.
veral weeks ago and were guests in
visiting her cousin, Mrs'.Melvln Brown
returned from Cliff, N. M., where they
the F. D. Shelton home, have moved
Who entertained for her Friday and
stances, for the wives and chilbeen hauling grain for J.
have
Mrs.
Mr.
and
George Montgomery
Into the Dr. Thomas cottage.
dren of cattlemen and live
Saturday afternoon while Mrs. Vir- Brown.
in her attended the election here Monday.
ginia Williams entertained
stock producers to have a
Assistant District Forester Leopold
honor Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. A. O. Reynolds spent a few
brand recorded in their own
of Albuquerque spent two days In the
K c Ruaa.
Mrs. Bennett left
last week with her parents at
days
Local
to
claim
Forest Office the past week.
such
names, and
nesdav evening for her home.
Joe Cates was a business visitor here Nutrioso.
brand as their own and se
and Tuesday.
Monday
a
Ranger Ketchem came to
and
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Reynolds were
parate property, as against sill and of sheeD. ten davs after Mr- and Mrs- Thos-Mrs.Phelps, Mr.Beelei
for equipment and supTuesday
Ashely
week
made
Hall,
home
last
Mary
the
M'
by
happy
creditors of the husband and trip Kiinng and snail at any and
plies for the new Monica Ranger StaGustay Becker went down
of all their children. The re
tion.
father. This will no longer """"i
E. P. Baca and Henry Baca were coming
omu
to
a
Johns
attend
union
for
two
lasted
and
Thursday
evening
days
nights.
hold good under the decision days or longer It Still in"""j
his meeting called for the purpose of talk visitors her? last week.
National Forest Examiner Anderson
vs possession, permit the same to lne over the porposition of issuing
above referred
Loman Swapp and Rob Howell were
made an examination on the north end
Thomas Gabaldon, of Mangas, was a In Reserve this week on buslnes.s
oonas 10 puna new scnooi nouses.
iTianontoH
onw
ho
nffiVo
nr
hv
unless
the
of
legal
Wedgwood,
the San Mateos April 3, in connecbusiness visitor here Tuesday,
.
i.
,,
tion with a land's appeal cose.
presumption that this brand is ,inspector
uuuiurizeu uy law 10 The American Legion, John H.
Vlrgie Bruce has traded for a B'ord
A lively school election was held
community property, is over- inspect niues or pens 01 am- - slaughter Post No. 30 will give
truck which he will use to carry mall address
Ranger Garst spent two days In the
come by definite and conclu- mals whether dead or alive, Brand ball the night of April H in the here Monday April 2nd. Mr. S. M. between Spur Lake and Luna.
"No statesman ever uttered words Supervisor's office the past week on
Zamora were the
Julian
Hunter
and
'ne
"a"
VI?
sive evidence to the contrary.
and inability
or refusal to . per- - UITe will irn intn tna mAmnrlal Tiinn contestants. Each side made their
stamped nt once with the seal of so ofl'iciul business.
.
Miss Deatron Campbell is vlHltlng deep a wisdom, mid so true a sim
In most cases these separate mit said inspection will be a
best efforts, which terminated in the here for a few
days.
Mrs. J. S. Mactavish and Mrs. Leslie
attorney,' of
plicity. The 'village
brands are made up by brand- leiony; tne law turtner pro- - Messrs HugheB and Klssara road election of Mr. Zamora.
whom Sir C. C. Lewis nnd many other Blackburn motored to Lemitar lost
Hamblln of Alpine is visiting
ing calves, both "dogey" and Vides, that anv Person sellinflr engineers from Albuquerquem with
Burk
Professor Collier Is attending the his sister Mrs. A. V. Reynolds this wise men wrote with so much scorn Saturday, and spent tht day with Mrs.
came
Friday
natural occassionally cows and any fresh meat as above men- - crw oton wrkmen
In 1861, seems destined to be one 'of Maciavifih's brother, Donald Cameron.
to
to
the
meeting of the County Commissioners
Alpine
complete
steers, out of the increase of tioned shall produce at the going
reserve
weeit.
at
foolish things of the world' who
those
mis
work on the CUfton.
springerviiie
T. C. Turk, merchant and U. S.
the husband's herd, or by trad- time 01 saia saie or oner 01 highway.
Mrs. Jennie Snyder has returned are destined to confound the world. Commissioner of Reserve is a busifor
last
late
week.)
small
and
for
(Too
which
shall
weak
of
the
hide
'one
of
the
animal
those
purchasing
sale,
ing
from Alpine where she has spent the
things'
ness visitor here this week.
n
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brown made a past two montna wltn her 80I1 Jlm
confound the things that are mighty.1
I?!br?ok
bunches with funds and pro- which he desires to sell and a B- Boothe went
oam.
to
business
sspringervine
trip
Mrs. Frank Buster was in Magda
perty derived from community the purchaser of said fresh
Never Sought Money.
A school election
was held
returning Sunday.
last
lena Wednesday enroute to her home
Creditors of the meat Or any person engaged in Apache Telephone Co. who broke his dayRamon
earnings.
Garcia made a business trip Monday to select directors to take the
The editor had apparently pondered at Reserve. She has been visiting in
husband, who in many cases the business Of butcher or of arm recently to have Dr. Walls re to .Reserve Saturday.
place of A. O. Reynolds and J. F. Rus
and profited by that remarkable and Aztec, N. M.
.Tim
Swnnn wflo 0lertri tnr
upll
have advanced the entire pur- buying or selling dressed move the plaster caM- Ht 18 Kett'"B
beautiful sentiment, "With malic to
.
his
and
of
to
Mr.
son
Dick Lopes, youngest
t rm
R h Hnwii
v
thr
Miss Bernloe Medley entertained a
chase price, and who have meats in the state of New
ward none, and charity for all, with
MdSta of tS. wSt
Mr. levers Lopea naa Beei sick w."
year
firmness in the right, let us strive on number of high school students with a
heretofore been having to con- Mexico, snau not Duy.irom any
the flu but is rauw.imprpvea.oow.
to finish the work we are In, to bind dancing party at the Rock School .
tend with this unfair and un- person any dressed beef or the Maurice Barth of St. Johns and
night, with Mrs.
"In town
the nation's wounds, to care for house, last Friday aB
Ml8S Ruby 'onnBon spent Sunday in
Batilft
EJ.J
up
Al
Mra.
'?WM
have
who
and
or
carcasses
Rejust practice
portions thereof tmim Ua miaofn rt ua M4 lAhlldnn
chaperon.
shall hove borne the battle, Leslie Blackburn
who
him
final
to
make
and.
LAKE
SPUR
Tuesday
Monday
freshments were served to about
been unable to get satisfaction
on her land.
and for his widow and his orphans, to
proof
thirty guests.
in cases of this kind, will now tne person Olienng SUCH meat Fire of unknown origin partley des
do nil which may achieve and cherish
o
be enabled to have recourse ,pn for sale, Shall at the same time troyed the Baca hall Frirday night Mrs. Wm. Lee, Mr, and. Mrs. S. S. Wallace Eaves returned to his home a Just and lasting peace among ourLEGION DANCE
AMERICAN
12
were
o'clock
and
visi
Marshal
gooa
about
Gains and Jettie
Timely
in Spur like last week. He has been selves and with all nations."
the brands so recorded in the exhibit to such dealer the hide
tors here Monday.
in Mesa Arizona for several months.
"Too poor for a bribe, and too proud
uniwne of the pife a ul i&i'.Hsjn,. of ihe ftnimaVfrom which aid
'
the
In conducting their dances,
.
,
Mr
he lind not the merit American .Legion IVsl
hits
thereby eliminating a sifter meat Was taken and Until SUCh of Mrs. Eliza Pearson burned to the Miss Sallle Earnei was iii guest T. L D. ilOWen
,f j.
xilmlr:.
J jo iiiipoisiiuo,"
fortune-a
Hon.
of
The
Dnvid
making
established an eiiviaole recui'd, and 4
fuge and fraud in which the dealer shall have entered in a ground in Eagar very little was saved nt Miss Edna Hunnleult Sunday and F. West made a""Mislness trip to Re Davis,
Mr. Lincoln's most Intimate
the dance on last Saturday night at
;
serve last week.
creditor is always the victim book, kept by him for that there helng a hlgh wInd the roof WM Monday.
of
said
"It
once
did
not
him:
the American Legion home, was anfriend,
who
The mortgagors,
indulge purpose, a full and complete
homeatVhe
o onV
seem to be one of the purposes of his other credit to the Post. All turu out
Fred atton, of ox Lake, was a bus
t J
Mrs. J. A. Bruce and daughter visit
in this subterfuge and thereby aescnption OI SUCn niaes, glV- - time. Mrs. Pearson being In the hos iness visitor here Saturday.
life to accumulate n fortune. In fact, to these dances for they know to miss
ed Mrs. J. H. West Sunday.
brands Of pital in Gallup and her two children
lie had no one is missing a big time, and they
outside his profession,
perpetrate such fraud against ing the
know the boys appreciate their pretown- u ls BUPP8ed
O. King and Louis Conrad made a
Those from Spur Lake who attend
the holder of the mortgage ai each hide so exhibited ee- - belng u from
knowledge of the way to make money,
a defective flu. The business trip to Magdalena Saturday. ed the dance at Howells last Friday nnd he never attempted It." Yet it sence to the extent lhat they will not
i
i
xi.
caught
ana
himesll
j
wie
ways justifies
coior,
any form.
paiateiy, aim atso
a fine brlck 8tructure belons.
night were: Mrs. J. Burroughs, Messrs was his fortune to acquire what money allow disorder in was
"salves" his conscience with Character and age Of the am- - buiwing
furniBhed
Music, which
by
ed to Benjamin Brown Jr. of St. Johns
John Jones of Box Lake was a busi Virgil Bruce, Howard Lofton. Walter cammt
a deathless fame, thnt
buy,
ness visitor Tuesday.
the fact that it has been the mal from Which each Of SUCh and was covered by insurance.
Stuppi's orchestra and which is alWhalln and Deputy Sheriff Roberts made for the
to the ways good, started early in the even
good
greatest
of the
ranch.
hides were taken and such re
practice and custom.
greatest number, a pure spirit, a great ing and tho dance lasted until about
Edward Griees was in from his
mrs. Nannie Murray went to wina- u n v
)
The above rule will also ap- - coiuj uuun. aiuwx
vcu
Satur
son
and
Lake
Box
her
wlth
country,
,ow Tnursday t0 visU
picaci
Mrs. Frank Kitchens and llttte heart that Included nil mankind In 11:45 p. m. This was the first dance
place in the
dIv where the mortgage pro oy mm aim ai. an iimea Kepi m family Oren Murray.
in the hall since the interior had been
day.
daughter went to Magdalena last ween its boundless sympathy, a name thnt
vides "and all other cattlfi, a convenient place tor otticers
Thv vera nnnnmnnnlpH liv hrtr hrn will outlast the encroachments of painted, and the improvement in apMrs. Lloyd Overson of St. Johns
pearance can only be appreciated by
w.j tn
Q
time.
Stevens,
Harry jarreu maae a Dusine
which I now own in such and and inspectors of the Sanitary
bisited he rparenta Mr. and Frs. J. C. to Magaaiena.
Lincoln's love for his mother, who those who were there.
such country," on the pre Board, of cattle owners and of Hall.
Dr. M. McCreary. Post Commander,
Mr. Pennington made a trip to Mag- - died when he wns nine years old, ls
was on the job
sumption, as above stated, that any other persons who may be
usual, making
H. P. Collier and E E. Engle made a dalena last week after a Victrola for proverbial.
No history of the mnn
the property is community interested in such hides are Geo. Roosier went over to his ranch- business trip to Magdalena Friday, Mrs. Burroughs. She expects to give has failed to note his affection for the everyone feel welcome and seeing that
accomtime.
a
all
was
had
good
Sunuday he
a dance soon.
returning the same day.
property, even though it is not the the animals from which at spr.Lk
one from whom he Inherited many of
The members of th3 Post are mighty
xvlibs Bessie
wjiu i
mentioned and they were taken. Failure to pamea Dy the
specifically
characteristics
thnt
the
of
eventually
their new home and they
Hound
Valley High
proud
School election was held Monday.
attending
Mrs. Geo. Armstrong is visiting
described in the creditor's do this will constitute a felony, school.
F. I. Townsend was elected to serve made him one of the great figures of want all to enjoy it with them.
friends n Magdalena ths week
mortiraire.
Anv rjerson enpraeing in the
history. Nancy Hanks Lincoln died In Watch for date of next dance.
aa a trustee for a three year term
o
P. W. Black went to Holbrook Sat
In recent investigations in rmsinpsa of nprlrllino- ViPfif in
J. A. Graham, H. B. Dickens ana
October, 1818, on a farm 20 miles
CHAT AND SEW CLUB
Mrs. Hooser left for Springerviiie,
north of Rockport, In Carter township,
o
Miss Frances Graham made a trip to
this section of the country,
ol,n f,W Kof a "raay on Business.
Arizona the 1st of April to take charge
Mrs. S. Michaelis was the delightful
Spencer county, Indiana. She was a
which I have had occasion to pedaler S license ana snail pay Harris Greer and Henry Piatt, pro Magdalena last week
of tho Regan Cafe. We wish her great woman of superior natural endowhostess on Friday afternoon to the
the
of
therefore the SUm of $250.00 mlnent citizens of St. Johns were here
make, the prevalence
success.
and Sew Club. In adl.tlon to
Chat
DIED
ments, of great amiability and kinda
practice referred to above has annually in advance and any "day.
Tht infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Am- ness of heart, says the Boston Herald. the regular members there were
number of other guests. The afterbeen very forcibly impressed pei aim xani i to piucuic cam Marren M, Tenney Sr. of Alpine was broslo Chavez, died Saturday after- X hundred
an
her
last
she
was
During
years
noon was spent with sewing and soyears ago today a wilder
noon. He was one month and five days
upon me, and the extent to license snan De aeemea guniy u visitor this week
Invalid, and underwent great physical cial chat.
ness was here.
old. Funeral services were held Sun
of the privatwhich it is undulged in by of a misdemeanmor.
A man with powder in his gun went
suffering as the
Refreshments of fruit jello with
Misses Nina Hale, ueima tsamDiin, day morning.
ions and exposures she was com- whipped cream, two kinds of cake and
honorable
forth to kill a deer.
o
reputedly
many
In addition to .i
the
Wln.nr
nmir
provisions
,oVn,.
.H
witi
In
some
now.
the
have
to
Etit
times
life.
her
roichanged
pioneer
pelled
undergo
coffee were served.
men, is surprising, and in many of the law quoted above, the went to Holbrook Sunday the guests Mrs. D. Castillo entertained the
o
She had a sweet expression of countewhat, along a different plan;
lowng with an Easter plcnio at the
cases is accounted for by down purchaser should also make of Simpson Day.
on
nose
with
A
her
dear
the
her
bore
Miss
powder
fnce
lines
nance, though
snrina- In N. G. Baca's pasture;
SOCIAL CIRCLE
desire
a
and
goes forth to hunt a man.
right dishonesty
of suffering. She was far more eneres Refuc-iaJuanita and Candelaria
diligent inquiry and the bur
Tht Social Circle of the Presbyterian
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brown were innlln Virginia flntiMma and Trlndad
to beat the creditor.
than her husband, and was quick- church will meet w,lth Mrs. Alma,'
den is on him to ascertain, if over
WedDick Nichols and Floyd Evans went getic
from
Canshipping
Quemado
dishonorable
Messerrs
Susie
Chavez;
hua
Another very
Lopez,
witted, with
grciit relish for the
Straw on Saturday April 14, at the"
there is an existing mortgage nesday.
Mon,,i'4nii Romnhel Chavez to Reserve the 3rd. to make final morous, and a keen sense of the ludi- home of Mrs.
James Osborne.
practice which has been, and covering the beef so purchasproof and attend to other business.
and
Jesus
Armijo,
crous. On this farm Abraham Linstill going on in this section, ed. In case there is a mort- - Mr. and Mrs. Claire Sharp moved
ATTEND PRESBYTERY
Perry Hedrlck made a trip to Que- - coln lived until he reached his twenty
and with which creditors are gage and the purchaser fails to their home in Nutrioso Wednesday ed Greens Gap and Datil Sunday.
anif
DlV
first
he
Mrs. Calvin A. DuncarifJ.cft
ni
fr
whence
removed
of
merchnn
load
a
week
for
year,
this
;nado
r speimmB uio w.ui
having to contend, is where tr, nhtain ii relea. he will b
with his family lo Illinois In 1&'10. Tuesday or Socorro where they will
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Reynolds made a Msc for his store.
and
butchers
the motrgagor
held liable to the mortgage for Fred Sauls who spent the past hnatnnn trln to Maedalena Saturday.
The nmrbla monument that marks the attend, tne Prtsbytery wlilch is in sesnr.. anu t.M
nucu. rnA...nJ
...l.n
cats or sells mortgagel cattle, the value of the animal so pur- winter
wuu
luin.
xuwiineui.
Hanks Lincoln was sion there this week.
mi,
grave
In San Pedro
Cal. returned
in December for Oklahoma
here
left
of
now
Mr.
J.
of
both branded and unbranded chased.
the
but
of
II. Studebaker of
Mrs.
Reuter
to
com
Aragon,
gift
farm the
Tuesday and expects
LEAVE FOR BREECE, N. M.
.llrt nn Mr mil Mrs. P. H, are in AiDuquerque now, xney win South Bend, Ind nnd was unveiled
and particularly unbranded
A law of considerable inter
ing season near Alpine where he has nntn
''No
soon.
to
Lake
return
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Parsons who
likely
Mrs.
Spur
and
Mr.
with
November
on
Ooesling
17,
increase
Sunday
exercises
a
the
the
ancn
1879,
calves which are
to stockmen and especially
have spent the past few months in
Reynolds. Mrs. Jack Smith was also P'ace ime lome.
being very touching.
The est
from mortgaged cows.
a cmaat nt Mra ftnealncr.
of stockmen, was
Magdalena left Monday for Breece,
to
creditors
.
.
,
c
H.
M., where they will visit a son, J. L.
with reference to the purchas- recently enacted by the Sixth Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Swapp were
down from Alpine during the week.
NEW TRACTOR ARRIVES
Parsons.
Mrs. Jot Stiles and three children Gruntersburg district were Spur Lake
ing of carcasses of beef by New Mexico State Leislature.
'
Snndav. Mrs. visitors last ween,
for Oklahoma
(From the Magdalena News)
meat markets and others, is This IS the new law relating to Mrs. Lloyd Wllkins of Nutrioso Is loft
PAGR
Stiles will spend some time with her
Capt. .". O. htrutz, of Augustine was
very strict and exacting, and PARTIDO CONTRACTS and visiting at the E. K. Elliott home this parents before Joining Mr. Stiles in
R. W. (Jack) Swingle, known to his
a business visitor here Mftnday. Tie
business
all engaged in that
Wlnslow where they will make their
took a new caterpillar tractor home friends here as "King of the Trappers"
the recording or fil- - week,
MANGAS
which he purchased in Albuquerque married Mrs. Pagree at Hillsboro, N,
future home. Datll Is exceedingly
should be very careful to com- requires
nr TiprrlinoM
n nil n n vf i rl
Mr. Strutz will culM., on April 8rd.
a i'cw weeks
Farr passed through town Wed sorry to lose Mr. Stiles and wife.
r,, such contracts Dave
.
,,. f B,rvmi
ply with the same, on account contracts.
Jack ls well known In this section
tivate quite a large tract of land this
as
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Killlon came out ytar.
having moved to Magdalena in 1895, and
executea prior to aaie ot paa- ed Today.
her
of the penalties provided,
ls visiting
Mrs. Anderson
has lived here most of the time since
mother Mrs. Green in Greens Gap this to their place last Monday and will
well as for their own financial sage must be recorded within Misses
H. Bennett cut posts this week.
summer
only he takes on trapping contracts In
the
there,
gardening,
spend
and
Edith
Funke
week.
and
Dewey
is
months thereafter, that
different states every year.
and improving.
"
protection. The law, summed siv
Jimmie MacLaren spent bituraay ana
.
,
, ....
Mrs. Pagree is a daughter of Mrs.
Sims Joinson and U. L, Howerton
News of Mrs. Hill Dickens continued
Jin, Sunday at the Farr ranch.
up, provides: Any person not later than AUgUSt
Earl Stephenson is in Magdalena ,were pleaimnt callers with Filemon C. C. Ooins, the family having lived
illness came a few days ago and we
or
cattle
bovine
sheep
record
192a. Failure to
killing
any
are sorry to learn that Mrs. Dickens for a few days. He in doing some Baca and children last Thursday even in this State since 1895. ""oddlnir tie
for his own use or for the use such partido or herding con
Immediately- -'
ing.
will have to take treatment in a hospifreighting from there to Quemado.
in
x
I
happy cour
of others, or for the purpose
tal for some time.
render
shall
tract
as
ReIn
frMrs. Euglie Baca is visiting
provided,
Dick Estes whose ranch is between
trip
DATIL
whole or in part of sale or exserve
this week.
void as to holders of
with flu Mangas and the Escondllla mountain,
Leslie Bridges has been
change, is required to keep in the same
Cur
was in Magdalena last Saturday and
the past week but Is better.
Melltsia C. Rhodes had several
his own possession unchanged subsequent mortgages in good
Mrs.
fl
Sunday.
guests for dinner Tuesday evening. to 1'
and unmutialated and in con- faith or the purchasers of same Milt Craig brought Curt Hlllard out Our school closes Friday the 13th.
to Datll Sundayr to see Mr. Morley. We understand all the schools have
Monroe Tates returned .from Bull Those Yreflent were: Pat Baker and heri
dition to be easily inspected or for value without notice and Mr.
Hlllard has been in Mexico been ordered to close due to lack of ?amp last Saturday night. He has son, Thomas, Mike Tates, A. D. Johnexamined, all hides and pelts
been there to take some horses to son andfnmily and Mr and Mrs. U. L
or at all winter and is going back in a few funds.
of such bovine animal includ- subsequent judgment
Howerton and Letltla Mathers
days.
pasture.
without
creditors
of
Mr. tytathers of east of the divide
taching
The weather is very lovely now and
ing the ears for the period
B. spending a few days In Magdalena.
IT, L. Howerton
visit- - tourists are coming by more each day.
been
has
the
Mr
Pender
and
Mactavlsh
Ian
after
helping
killing
thirty days
prac-tive-
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Has Anyone Laughed

At You

Something to Think About
By

BTHBl k.

Because

$

PEYSER

You Are a Poor Speller? Of
It Is "Comme 11 fuut" and
convenient and right to spell cor-

F. A. 1DALKER

course

rectly In your native
Vet few do. It seems

ft
It

BLOCKING THE WAY

s
through lite complaining In their
moments that they are lugging
leagues behind their rivals and never
getting anywhere.
They admit this without any nppar-en- t
sense of shame or compuuctlou of
conscience.
Sometimes to their Intimates of like
Ilk, they boast of their
In a spirit of bravado.
A laziness that distinguishes them
from what they disdainfully term the
"common cluss," to whom they will
scarcely nod a courteous good morning, seem In their minds to put them
upon a worshipful pedestal.
Dally they go about their tusk In
a slipshod manner, shunning responsibility as a hen avoids a pool of
water. Everything they do Is half
scuil-erlou-

sliurt-coiiiln-

done.

chronic disease. Spelling, however, Isn't everything Ideas are
morel List to a true tale: A
student In a college English
class asked the prof, why she
"I always
didn't get A's.
answer all the questions that no
one else can, you always appeal
to me on every question and yet
you give me C and occasionally
15. Why Is It?" He replied "Don't
students will
worry the 'A
go out of here without the smell
of fire on their garments you
will go out and be somebody. I
can't give you perfect marks because you spell too badly and
wo have to mark considering all
these mechunlcal things."

Is generally bidden somewhere In

a disordered heap.

apostles of laxity who can
THOSE find
time to do anything ns
It ought to be done, go crookedly

rreclous minutes
are lost while searching for the elusive
thing, and should the tusk of finding
It happen to he more vexatious than
r
Is
usual, some innocent
openly charged with pilfering.
Then n storm breaks and the atmosphere Is surcharged with anger,
which In the customary slowness of
cooling off Is likely to leave the principals for duys and days In sulky
humors.
I'ersons of this character are doomed
to fall In" everything they undertake,
except In the mnklng of quarrels und
the wrecking of friendships.
Itlnmeful themselves, they pile their
sins on the blameless.
Wherever they are found there Is
turmoil, Inefficiency, disloyalty and
four danger Rlgnals which
block the way In every track of
to promotion
to the higher
ranks.
fellow-worke-

(,

1923.

Cnreless In observing how the proficient save time and energy, and thus
make work a pleasure Instead of a
drag, these listless persons are always
In trouble, scowling and finding fault,
even when everything about them Is
cheerful.
Their desks or benches are continually In confusion, quite In keeping
with their unmethodical minds.
When urgently needed no puper or
tool Is within sight or reach.

by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
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You have Ideas maybe even
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Uncommon
By.

JOHN BLAKE

GUARD YOUU SPEECH
TVTEN' are Judged by their talk. They
have no other meuns of Impressing those with whom they come Into

ungram-niatlca-

Life In this Twencentury civilization Is
certainly getting pretty complex. For example:
Nearly
three months ago little Frank Iiaske-wlcnine years old, and bis brother,
Bruno, six, cringed In terror against
the wall of the bedroom of their home
at 4315 South Hermitage avenue and
watched tlielr father, John, thirty
years old, stab to death their mother,
Magdalene. As his mother dropped
to the floor, little Frank ran Into the
street and shouted for the police. Policeman Joseph Stachowskl appeared.
The slayer was taken to the police
station, where he confessed.
Policeman Stachowskl saw the chil
dren weeping In the station. He had
no children of his own. He took them
home
with him. Mrs. Stachowskl
took them Into her arms. As time
went on the spirit of sympathy turned
Into a bond of mother love.
One day Mrs. StnchowskI dressed
op the children In their best and accompanied her husband to the Crim
inal court building, where Iiaskewlcz
was to be tried. The four took a seat
In Judge Micbuel L. McKlnley's court-
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Not What We Do

--How

Well

By DOUGLAS MALLOCH
T IFE Isn't all In big amounts,
Or greatness In a title:
It Isn't what we do that counts
How well we do Is vital.
The little tasks and little things
Are what In time will tell ;
Not what we do the glory brings,
But If we do It well.
The bumble task of humble hands
Has Just as much of beauty,
As much efficiency demands,
As nny other duty.
The fellow In the shallow trench
Must have a soldier heart ;
The fellow standing at the bench
Must do his honest part.
The lowest brick In any wall
Is still the brick that made It;
The edifice will stnnd or fall
How well or poor we laid It
And this the dignity divine
Of all we are or do;
Your work requires the best of mine,
Mine needs the best of you.
We work together, you with me,
Whnte'er we build or fashion ;
Our pride should be our honesty,
And quality our pnssion.
The little tasks and little things
Are what In time will tell
Not what we do the glory brings,
But If we do It well.
(
by the Wheeler Syndicate, Ino.)

"A friend la a bank of credit on which
we can draw nuppllei of confidence, coun-
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WITH PIGS
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Every month my
Olean, N. Y.
blood would go to my head and I would

Wise Grower Stimulate Growth Be
fore Litter Is Farrowed by Good
Car of Sows.

mam

with his attorney and entered a plea
United Statea Department
of guilty. The action placed 'ilm In (Prepared by the
of Agriculture.)
the shadow of the noose or life Im
'The profitable pig," says the United
prisonment In Jollet. After several States Department of Agriculture, "Is
witnesses had given damaging testi the one that never stops growing from
mony, Policeman Stachovskl moved the time It Is farrowed up to the time
forward.
It Is hauled to market." The wise hog
"Your honor,"
he addressed the grower stimulates growth In the pig
court, "I arrested Plaskcwlcz on the before the litter Is farrowed by keep
It Is
night of the murder. I took his chil- ing the sow In good condition.
dren home with me. My wife and I assumed that the sire and the dam are
love them. I Investigated and found of the right type, big and growthy.
that this man's wife was not true to
Pasturage of good quality, shorts
him. She was living with another or middlings, fish meal or tankage to
man. Thnt was the cause of the pasfurnish protein, with sufficient corn
sion on his part that led to the mur
der.
"These children are too bright and
sweet to have the stain of being the
sons of a murderer placed on them.
They want their father."
Judge McKlnley nsked the state's
attorneys If they would consent to
waive the murder charge and let that
This was
of manslaughter stand.
agreed upon.
"Your sentence Is from one year to
life," said Judge McKlnley to Plaske- wlcz. "Yon are open to pnrole at the
end of 11 months. When you get out
you can return to your children."

"It does not appear by any witness,
this boy, that he was phys
schools.
ically Injured. It does not appear but
school
famed
that this boy Is of full size for his
No anger
boy thrashing
case, which turned age and In good health.
the village Into two factions and or passion or malice on the part of
much
bitter
this teacher was shown.
feeling,
engendered
came to an end
when
"It will be noticed that in law the
County
Judge George A. Bell at Herki- same rule applies to a teacher as to
mer decided thnt a teacher may a parent; and I am sure that If the
thrash a grade school pupil with a father or mother of this boy had done
rubbpr hose for not knowing the defjust what tills teacher did and had
been arrested, tbere would not have
inition of a spilt Infinitive.
Charles Engell, fifteen, could not an- been a conviction.
"A teacher must be In authority
swer when Schoolmaster Petrle nsked
him to define a split Infinitive. Tetrle, and have control a a school. If not,
school.
It was testified, then took nn
there would be
Many
length of rubber hose and thrashed years ngo a learned and Judicious
the pupil. Pomeroy Engell, the boy's schoolmaster said to Charles II, In the
father, had Petrle arrested for assault plenitude of his power: 'Sire, pull
In the third degree.
Justice of the off thy hat In my school, for If my
Peace C. H. Goodrich found Petrle scholars discover that the king Is
guilty and fined him $23. Petrle ap- above me In authority, they will soon
pealed. Judge Bell vindicates Petrle. cease to respect me,' nnd the king
The decision In the case, which has pulled off his hat to demonstrate by
attracted the attention of school au- example that the schoolmaster's au
thorities throughout the country, Is thority should be respected even by a
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EWARK, N. J. Charges of
conspiracy Involving former
Senntor James A. Culberson
of Texas, may grow out of
the trial of John F. Ellis, detective.
Kills and other detectives were employed by the senator to escort former
Sergt. Alexander Robertson of the
British army out of America.
The
Culberson family admitted, after the
failure of the attempt, that they wanted Robertson to leave this country,
hoping by this means to break up the
romance of the young Briton and
their only child, Mary.
When Robertson had Ellis arrested
and created an official scandal by declaring that the senator had tried to
"shanghai" him, the British embassy
hastened to offer him Its support. And
It Is through the activity of British
government agents that Ellis went on
trlnl on the kidnaping charge.
The Culbersons do not deny that
they employed the private sleuths.
But they deny thnt they Instructed
the detectives to pose as agents for
the Department of Justice,
One of the most Interesting bits of
Robertson's story Is his description
of the efforts used by the detectives
to prove to Miss Culberson that her
sweetheart was unworthy of her affec-

N

king."

-

ommend it. "-N. 6th St., Olean,

Has Brown Mountain Ghost Been Laid?

G

mons aud Overman to send an expert
from Washington.
Uncle Sam has no
"ghost experts," but the geological
survy sent down Mr. Mansfield with
all sorts of Instruments. He was as
busy as Sherlock Holmes day and
night, and he laid the ghost thus:
"What
the bewildered observers
saw were locomotive and automobile
headlights miles away across the
Catawba valley In some cases 43
miles distant. At nightfall the cold
air currents on either side of Brown
mountain crept down Into the valleys,
producing extraordinary atmospheric
effects which resulted In refracting,
magnifying, sometimes coloring and
et all times distorting any light seen
through this strange veil. A head
light, Instead of showing a beam, as
usual, would, through the veil of
twisted air, show like a ball of seethTwo automobile head
ing light.
lights would show as one nebulous and
furtive illumination. Strange effects
would be produced by the locomotives
or automobiles turning curves."
Some of the local scientists do not
accept the headlight theory and de
clare that the mystery will be solved
with some explanation related to the
mineral and chemical products of the
region, which are out of th usual.

A. D.
Y.

Eabls,

N.
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Kelsey adds her Testimony

Mrs.

N. Y.-- "I
read your
advertisement in the papers and my
husband induced me to take Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to get
relief from pains and weakness. I waft
so weak that I could not walk at times.
Now I can do my housework and help
my husband out doors, too. I am willing
for you to publish this letter if you think
it will help others." Mrs. Herbert
Kelsey, E.F.D., Copenhagen, N.Y.
Copenhagen,

SLOW
DEATH
Ache9, pains, nervousness, difficulty in urinating, often mean

serious disorders. The world's
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

Soon as Pigs Are Weaned They
Should Be Kept on Full Feed.

LATHROP'S

or barley to keep .hem In fair flesh,
make up a list of desirable feeds for
breeding hogs.
HAARLEM OIL
Alfalfa, soy beuns, or
clover hay are valuable additions fur
winter feeding nnd may be scattered
relief and often ward off
out so as to induce the sows to take bring quick
deadly diseases. Known as the national
exercise dally, a great necessity for remedy of Holland for more than 200
breeding hogs.
years. All druggists, in three sizes.
Sows must be well fed to raise good
Look for tho nam Gold Medal on ovary
box and accopt no Imitation
,)igs, but this does not Include the day
before farrowing and the day after
Buying Him a Suit.
farrowing. For 24 hours before and
This
is the difference between
after farrowing the sow should have mother and father.
no feed, but tepid water should be
When mother takes lilm downtowi
constantly available. After this fast, to buy him a suit of clothes she knowi
feed should be given In small quanti Just how much
she is going to paj
ties at first, then graduully Increased for It, and she'll
keep the clerks busj
up to full feed within ten days.
showing suits until she finds what sh
Even before the pigs are weaned wants.
they should have access to shelled
When dad takes him down he lets
as a supplement to
corn in
tlie
pick out Ills' own suit, and
tile niilk from thetr mothers. As soon
gosff home only to be told that he ha
as they are weaned they should be
paid twice as much as he should.
kept on full feed, either on
Exchange.
or by hand.
Pigs that are well fed
and have enough exercise will reach
Can
market weight at about eight months
of age.
One size smaller and walk in comfort
the
by using Allen's Foot-Eas- e,
DIRTY LOTS CAUSE LAMENESS antiseptic, healing powder for the feet
Shaken into the shoes Allen's Foot- Condition Is of Rheumatic Nature In Ease makes tight or new shoes feel
easy; gives instant relief to corns, bunions
volving Joints Arouna Hams
and callouses; prevents Blisters, Callous
and Shoulders.
and Sore Spots and gives rest to tired,
The veterinary department of Pur aching, swollen feet 1,500,000 pounds of
due university has been Investigating powder for the feet were used by our
reports of lameness In hogs. "The Army and Navy during the War. Sold
condition Is of a rheumatic nature," everywhere. For Free Sample and a
Foot-Eas- e
Walking Doll, address
says Dr. L. C. KIgIn, "Involving the

lji

showed Department of Justice badges
and ordered me to go with them. I
obeyed because I knew little of Amer
ican laws. They never charged me
with anything. They kept me locked
In a Newark hotel room for one night,
then took me to Boston to a cheap
dockslde rooming house.
"After telling me they had bought
a steamship ticket to the Argentine,
they brought a lot of liquor In the
room and tried to get jie to drink It.
I refused, believing It to be drugged.
And then they suggested that I might
have a desirable 'woman companion.'
"They said they would find a pretty joints and muscular regions around
woman, and let her accompany me to the hams and shoulders. On observSouth America.
I recognized this ing several afflicted herds I found
move Instantly.
They would have that the animals had access to filthy
taken pictures of me with this woman lots that had been used for years. At
and sent them back to Mary' Culber one place I found a large wallow at
son In Washington.
Finally I es- - the base of an old straw stack. The
enped, came back to Newark and had organisms which cause this disease
Ellis arrested."
thrive in such places and the way to
When the Culbersons realized how prevent the trouble Is to keep the
badly Ellis had bungled his Job they porkers on pasture and close up the
got In touch with the heads of the lot and barn until the place can be
agency and Ellis was dismissed.
cleaned up."
When Robertson's story was made
The mortality from the rheumatism
removed
Miss
was
Culberson
public,
Is low but the loss comes from the set
from
Arms
the Holton
Immediately
back In condition and the waste In
school at Washington and secluded.
Cleanliness has profeed resulting.
Her allowance was cut off, and all duced favorable results for scores of
her mall Intercepted by her family. men.
Later she was sent to Europe, where,
It Is said, she now Is In school In

France.

navesucn aneaaacnet

nosebleed, backache
and pains thatlcould
not ao my work. At
night I could not get
my rest and nothing:
seemed to do mo any
good. 1 read some or

your testimonial
about what Lydia E.
Pinkham' a Vegeta
had
'WW ble Compound so
WS
1
done for ouiers,
decided to try it I
had onlv taken two bottles when I began
to be better, and my back did not hurt
me nor my head ache. I felt like anew
The Vegetable Compound is a
woman.
splendid medicine and 1 will always rec-

Including

itHer Folks Apparently Didn't Want Him
.

Soften the
tublespoonful of butter.
prunes In water over night, stew until
soft, then remove the pits and add to
I'ut Into
the other Ingredients.
dot with bits of the
pastry-lineplate,
YOU have a small amount of left- butter, cover with n top crust and bake
over rice stir It Into the ruuflin or In a quick oven. Brush over the crust
griddle cake batter for breakfast.
with milk just before putting the pie
tion.
In the oven.
This will give a rich
"The three detectives," Robertson
Prune Pie.
brown crust when baked.
said before the trial, "came to my
Take two cupfuls of cooked prunes,
aunt's home at midnight.
They
one teaspoonful of cinnamon,
Chocolate Macaroons.
of a cupful of sugar and one
Melt two squares of chocolate, mix
with one can of condensed milk. Add
p
f
pound of shredded coconut,
A STOMA,
MEN YOU MAY MARRY
N. C Has the
mix thoroughly und add one teaspoon
O
ful of vnnllln. Drop on greased bnk
ghost of Brown mountain In
By E. R. PEYSER
Burke county been laid?
Keeps Milk Fresh.
lng sheets, one teaspoonful at a time
To keep milk from turning sour
one Inch apart. Bake In a moderate
George Rogers Mansfield of
Has a Man Like This Proposed
drop a small piece of horseradish Into the United States geologlcnl survey
oven until nicely browned.
to You?
It when it Is new.
says It has and that he did the laying.
Symptoms: Has an unsatisSome agree In part with him. But
fied, hungry look. Clothes a litCabbage Salad.
sniff scornfully at the geoltle shiny at the edges. He Is
Make a mixture o.' flnely-s- redded
ogy expert and his findings.
Irritable, nervous, crotchety. He
cabbage, green peppers and olives).
The ghost was a series of curious
Is the typical artist without
tnove the stones from the olives ; to
lights which glowed over Brown
business and
ability.
one small cabbage use one green pepmountain
with punctual regularity
Knows te'll be successful If you
per, seeds and white rffier rento' ed.
every night. Now at one spot and
and one cupful of chopped olives.
pool your Interests with his.
now at another, a luminous sphere
Never thinks of your work-o- nly
Moisten with a rich,
would rise from behind Brown mounof bis. Has missed someboiled dressing or a mayonnaise. Kill
tain, hover In the air for a few seclife
he
because
his
all
end
the
halves
with
lemon
mixture
thing
onds or minutes and then disappear.
hasn't met you before you, his
serve with oysters.
Frequently the nebulous ball of light
soul mate I
Shredded lettuce added to mum
would have the appearance of a newIN FACT
nnd sprinkled
cheese
born star; sometimes It would glow
You will be his sole mate ns
currants
a
nukes
with
thickly
tj'sty
as fitfully as a firefly, then It would
he Is always "among the misssalad to serve with brend and bu!ter
be an angry red, then a cold blue. It
ing" of the good things of life.
lunch.
I
for Sunday night
came frrmi nowhere and It went noJut Bride to Be:
where.
Cottage cneese to yvnicn two or
It was the Brown mountain
ed him by
V
more tublespoonfuls off boiled dressing
light and that was all any one could
Is added nnd served tin lettuce with
say about It. Many parties of resi.ith It
a French dressing, (.another sample
dents with Inquiring minds spent
nnd easy way to prepare salad.
nights on Brown mountain and In the
.
valley and attempted to track down
te is
the light. It was like seeking the end
of the rnlnbow.
Finally the people of the region ap
(IB.
Weftern Nawapatxr Union.
pealed to TJnltsd States Senators Sim
help and love."
SOMETHING TO EAT

sel, sympathy,

How Backache and Periodic
Pains Yield to Lydia E.Pink-ham'- s
Vegetable Compound

Rod Rules in Mohawk Valley Schools

in pnrr. aa.Toirf.w8:

times addicted to profanity. But they
are not Important because of their pro
fanity, but in spite of It.
And more and more, Intelligent men
Lincoln
are abandoning the habit.
managed to get nlong without It. So did
Washington, although both of thetn
were subjected to vexations such as
are utterly unknown to you.
Keep your speech clean and straight
formed.
forward. lie vigorous, but don't be
Tou do not swear In the presence of
profane. Fight hurd ngnlnst the hnblt
ladles. Unless you are utterly
If you have It already. If you haven't
In
the
swear
presence extracted It, don't. You don't want
you do not
of strangers.
to be known as a mucker, and you ure
It Is easy, therefore, to keep profan- certain to be, If you substitute oaths
ity out of your speech.
and expletives for Intelligent English,
B by Jobn Blake.)
Important men, It Is true, are Bome- -

TO MAKE

Policeman's Plea Saves Boys Father

h

l,

TELLS WOMEN

53

Iiaskewlcz

LOOK

contact.
Business men and prospective employers are not mind readers. They
form their opinion of you by the words
that come out of your mouth.
If you talk well and Intelligently
your chance of success Is excellent.
If your speech Is slovenly,
and above all profane, you will
promptly be Hot down as a mucker.
And nobody wants to transact business
with muckers, or to hire muckers to
transni t business fur them.
I'rofunlfy Instantly stamps tbose
who u.e It us of Inferior Intelligence.
Mure than that. It makes the cultivation of correct speech Impossible.
Nobody will take the trouble to
think of the right word to use If he has
the habit of Insetting an expletive
whenever he Is at a loss for the right
expression.
And only by searching for the right
words to use can correct speech be

M
Si
t;;! E ofthe
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room.
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Sense

NEW MEXICO
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Allen's

Foot-Eas-
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Laxatives
Stop
Which
Only Aggravate

Nujol

Constipation
is a lubricant

not a

medicineor laxative so cannot gripe. When you are constipated, not enough of Nature's lubricating liquid is
produced in the bowel tokeep
the food waste soft and moving. Doctors prescribe Nujol
because it acts like this natural lubricant and thussecures
regular bowel movements
by Nature's own method
lubrication. Try it today.

Paralysis In hogs is very common,
according to the veterinary department of Golorado Agricultural college.
It Is presumed to be a deficiency disease ; that Is, something needed for nutrition Is not present In the food. In
answering a question from a farmer
recently the veterinary department
stated that the substance In tills par
ticular case that was probably lacking
was vltamlne B.' A recommendation
was made to try a ratiol consisting of
plenty of milk and carrots. Results
under experimental work with this ration In cases of pig paralysis have
been remarkable.

hole.

Roy,

Are your horses cough-In- s
or running at the
noset If so, give them "SPOHN'S."
A valuable remedy for Coughi,
Colds, Distemper, Influenza, Pink
Eye and Worms among horses and
mules. An occasional dote "tones"
them up. Sold at all drug stores.

Troublt Is Vary Common and Probably
Caused by Lack of Some Particular Vltamlne.

Clean Wallow Hole.
The clean wallow hole is Impor
tant. Hogs may use the muddy wal- ow If no other Is available; but, If
;lean water Is provided In a concrete
wallow they will prefer It to the mud

Le

e,

1MB

CARROTS FOR PIG PARALYSIS

Alfalfa for Colts.
Alfalfa hay Is especially valuable
for feeding growing colts because It
contains a high percentage of protein
and tends to produce more growth of
bone and muscle than does timothy or
prairie hay. .

Wear Shoes

Ladies

to roplaet old,
abould be frow-luf- f
ail the time.
It will
yoo
use
Hair
OBaa today
IV
Toole Dont 8t Mid.
muoD nor pieman.
At an guoa anifrgruu, duo,
or direct from
ft into, Maaafcfa,

New Hair
gt
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A
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EYEWATER

rellablo and ipeedr remedy since l7Wk Bay at
or John JU Thompson Bon A Oo.
Vror, & T. BOOBXKT
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I Nver Street
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Sharing in Antiquary

Pb. The University
Philadelphia,
of Pennsylvania's
Egyptian expedition, which has been delving Into
burled history at the entrance of the
Valley of the Kings, where the tomb
of
was recently found,
Is preparing to move to a cooler
climate to continue searching
for
bits of Information relating to the activities of men In past ages.
The university is now conducting
four expeditions. One Is In the Valley
of the Kings, another at Memphis,
which was the oldest capital of Egypt ;
a third In Palestine, and another In
Babylonia, where In connection with
the expedition of the British museum,
an ancient temple believed to have
been built 8,000 years before the
birth of Christ was discovered.
Announcement of the finding of this temple was recently made. Inscriptions
were found showing that King Nebuchadnezzar repaired the place during
his reign In the Sixth century, B. C.

Excavation Work Continuous.
The university has arranged the
work of her excavators so that when
the hot weather season comes in one
place they move to another, assuring
almost continuous effort.
The work now coming to a close Is
at Thebes In an area adjoining the
concession of Lord Carnarvon. During
the two seasons of digging at Thebes
several tombs have been discovered
constructed in the same way as that
of
but all of them open
and looted. The objects found In each
were not of Interest to robbers, such
as canopic Jars, usbabtis, inscriptions
and papyri.
In the last named class of objects a
really notable discovery was made at
the close of last season, when two
sealed pottery cylinders were found
within the entrance chamber of a
tomb, which contained rolls of papyri.
These were in a perfect str.te of preservation.
On the outside of each roll
was a document written In ancient
the
Greek, and upon examination
papyri proved to be Demotic documents dating from 818 B. 0. to 205
B. C. They are mostly contracts, and
contain the business transactions of
a family during the period of years
which they covered.
These papyri
are now being translated In the university museum.
All of the tombs discovered on the
museum's concession were of kfflclals
of the government of Thebes who
wished to be buried near the kings,
and whose tombs are, therefore, found
In close proximity to the royal resting
places.
At the same time that the university museum is working this conces
sion at Thebes it is also excavating
at Memphis, 14 miles above Cairo,
where the museum expedition dlscov-ereseveral years ago the royal pal
ace of Merenptah, an extensive struc
ture covering a large area and In
The floors
closing numerous courts.
of this temple are found 25 feet below
the surface of the ground. The lower
walls, and sometimes doorways and
parts of columns, are found standing.

Tut's

Father-ln-La-

One of the Interesting discoveries
made at this place Is the head of a
life-siz- e
statue of Akhnaton, the father-in-law
of
The
features are exquisitely modeled and
the sensitive face Is rendered In a
wonderfully lifelike manner.
The throne room of the Merenptah
palace, especially the dais shows rich
sculpture and elaborate use of color.
The ornaments and hieroglyphic inscriptions on the columns, and the
stonework surrounding thp doorways,
are inlaid with beautiful pale fayence.
the throne room are
Surrounding
dressing rooms, retiring rooms, and

throw much light on the domestic and
official life of the Pharaohs.
Memphis was the capital of Egypt
from the earliest times down to about
2,000 B. 0. Then the Pharaohs moved
their capital south to Thebes, which
arose to great splendor. Herodotus referred to the hundred gates of Thebes.
This city remained the capital until
Alexander the Great founded the new
cnpltal at Alexandria, except for that
brief interval when Akhnaton built
in
this new capital at
order that he might start everything
In Egypt afresh; religion, art, architecture and government. His Interesting experiment lasted for about a genreeration, or until
stored the old religion, reversed the polchanged his name
icy of father-in-lato
from
as a symbol of his reversion, and went

Doctor Victim of
Devotion to Duty
Doctor Robert D. Reynolds,
years old, a physician
of Green Springs, O., died recently, a victim of devotion to duty.
r
Stricken with Influenza,
Reynolds left his bed to
minister to patients. Pneumonia
developed, resulting In death. He
refused to discontinue his dally
calls until his illness reached
a critical stage.
fifty-si-

back to Thebes

as

the seat of his gov

Topeka, Kan. C. W. Miller, pioneer
resident of Hayes, Kan., and now register of the United States land office
In Topeka, was the recipient of a pair
of shoes as a result of an election
wager made more than five years ago
with former Gov. Henry J. Allen.
Miller said that Allen confided to him
his desire to run for governor, but
Miller
fear he would lose.
advised him to run and proposed a
wager, by which he would buy Allen
a pair of shoes If Allen lost and Allen
would buy Miller a pair If Allen woa

x

Doc--to-

Loses Royal Rank on Marriage.
Tokyo. Prince Kunlhlsa Kunl, the
elder brother of Princress Nagaku
of the prince regent,
Kunl, bride-eleis engaged to Miss Knzuko Shlmazu,
sixteen years old, a sister of Prince
Prince Klin Is to descend
Shimnzu.
to the rank of a subject with the title

years
of mnrauls. He Is twenty-tw- o
old and is studying in the military
academy.

Americans Aid

Haiti Progress
demlc of cholerine, a rorm of bacllla
Officers Report on Work
dysentery, has been lurgely wiped out.
That the Haitians are responding
Accomplished in 1922 as
In greatly Increased number to the
Success.
Showing
free opportunities of American sur

Navy

gical and medical treatment Is evinced
Haiti. The techni by the fact that In the year 23,316
cal skill, the energy, the intelligence applied for treatment, as compared to
and the herd work of certain officers 7,305 for the preceding year. Five free
of the American navy, all are being dispensaries were opened in Interior
expended in the Interests of the island sections where medical facilities were
of Haiti and Its people. And the year nonexistent for a radius of several
1022 was one of peace and progress. miles.
Much was accomplished, and the work
The gendarmes have been encour
is still going on under American lead aged In field and track sports, bssket
are
teaching ball, baseball, soccer and boxing, to
ership. The Americans
the Haitians to help themselves; they their physical Improvement.
are endeavoring to train the Haitian
All gendarmes, in addition to their
personnel so that they may eventually military training, are receiving a free
displace all foreigners in island admin grammnr school course that has en
between the couraged enlistment and caused favoristration.
two elements, to this end, undoubtedly able comment among the Haitians. For
is making headway.
the first time In Its history every man
Early this year the American heads in the gendarmerie has been thor
of departments made reports on the oughly Instructed In rifle practice, and
results of their labors In 1022 to John the contests held have developed
H. Russell, the American high com marksmanship of a surprisingly high
missioner for Haiti, covering activities quality. The regulation of all vehicle
in the sanitary service, In Are protec
traffic and the registration of foreign
tion, In police work, In public works, ers were assumed by the gendarsuch as irrigation, road building, and merie In the closing months of tha
communications, in the better lighting year.
Is now
of the coasts of Haiti, and in Increased
protected
shipping.
against disastrous fires through the
Checked.
water
of
a
recent completion
Epidemics
salt
high
The
prison disease, which pressure system. The equipment o
In the old regime claimed 1,300 out the capital's fire fighting forces now
of an average of 2,000 prisoners, has comprises two modern chemical and
been reduced to the vanishing point. equipment motor trucks and a recently
In 1922 the percentage of deaths in the acquired American horse-drnw- n
enginn
prisons was .017. The death rate of In which the firemen, resplendent In
Haithe gendarmes, numbering 2,414
crimson shirts and shining, brass hel;
tians, fell to the rate of 5.11 per mets, race to the fires.
thousand.
The department of public works hai
The completion of the Intensive operated Irrigation service in three ol
campaign against . smallpox assures the leading plains where agriculture Is
the prevention of Its spread for sev- almost wholly dependent upon Irriga
eral years, and the recent severe epl- - tion, made preliminary Investigations
of other needed Irrigation projects, nnd
determined that fully 100,000 acres ol
at present unproductive land in the
great plain of the Artlbonite are capable of irrigation.
Road Construction Spreads.
stretch
Work has begun on a
of road that, when completed, will
cut the present time of travel by automobile between the capitals of Haiti
and Santo Domingo from three days
The new road will run from
to one.
Las Cahobas to Commendador on tha
Santo Domingo border.

Searching for Pocahontas'

HAPPY TO LIVE

Grave

I

TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE
Pair So
Happlneia of
Great Wife Knew It Couldn't Last,
So Ended All Rather Than
Newly-Marrie- d

Suffer Disappointment.

Paris. Because she was so happy
she was afraid her happiness would
not last, a woman killed her husband

I

therefore I have resolved that we
should die before either of us experiences the slightest sense of disappoint
ment."
"Murder and suicide; reason, Jeal
ousy," reads the cold, unimaginative
police docket which deals in facts
rather than in fancies.
PAIR

END

LIVES

Actor and Stenographer,
Swallow

Poison In
at Manila.

IN

PACT

Forty-Seve-

Hotel

Manila. Mrs. Anna M. Schlesslnger,
and
a stenographer, aged
George Baldwin, an actor known In
New York and San Francisco, carried
out a suicide pact by taking poison at
a hotel here, according to the police,
who blamed despondency.
Baldwin,
formerly a member of
stock companies in New York and
Son Francisco, came to Manila In
January with the T. Daniel Frawley
Stock company, and remained after
the company left. He was understood
to have been kept out of work for
forty-seve-

San Francisco, where her husband
still resides.
CALLS

WRONG

DEPARTMENT

two-yea-

ft

v

-
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t m irn
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Canon Gedge, the rector of Gravesend, England (right), Is shown here
with Edward Page Gaston of the museum galleries at one of the old tombs In
remains of the Indian PrinGravesend wherein, It Is believed, the
cess Pocahontas are burled. . Several of the tombs were opened to locate the
remains.
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As Man In Muddy Ditch Discovered
When Firemen Answered His
Summons.
New York. When the horse driven
of Jaby Abraham Sweet, thirty-thremaica, caught his leg In a rut In Jamaica and fell Into a muddy ditch beside
the roadway, Sweet made the mistake
of calling the fire department Instead
of the Society for the Prevention ol
Cruelty to Animals.
A hook and ladder truck and two
hose trucks responded to his alarm ol
fire. Acting Chief Brennan was so an
gry when he saw there was no fire he
asked the arrest of Sweet, who was
fined $5 for disorderly conduct.
Two hours after the firemen arrived
the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals was able to release the
horse from the ditch.

a.

Fowl That Loses Leg
Gets a Wooden One

London. A hen at St. Clear's
Farm, Carmarthen, met with an
accident which necessitated amputation of Its leg at the Joint.
An emataur veterinary surgeon successfully performed the
operation replacing the lost
limb with a neat wooden leg.
The fowl is now able to get
about the yard and shows no
sign

of

discomfort.

AND

DVRItS.

NEW
ALTO PAHTS I'SKD
New guaranteed master and pinion'
pears and axle shuns. A larne stock of
used pails. All priced rlKht. The Western Auto & farts Co.. 1220 Curtis sU
Phone Ch. 4919. Denver. Colo.

27,000 Records With One

"Everplay" Permanent Needle

All phonographs and all records.
uslnK chaiiKeabie needles. Saves $20
In needles
and laats a lifetime.
1'rlce $1.(10. Airents wanted.

:UI7

kvkiipi.av

G.

i:i:m,i;

t

o..

i:. llullilliiK, Denver,

Colo.

CltKAM WAN I'llll The largest buyer
of "direct from faun to factory" In
the Rocky Mountain reKlon. Write us
for cans and prices. TUB MIOWK8T
IIRA vtlCltV CO., Denver, Colo. (Mention this paper when writing.)
JOS. I. Mil WAUTZ, Jewelry. Diamonds.
watch repairing. 1000 Sixteenth Street

INFORMAL
Commercial Inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without-costAddress any firm above.
D.&R.

G. W.WILL SPEND $12,000,000
FOR NEW EQUIPMENT

Denver.
Uecent
disclosures have
brought to light the fact that Federal
Symes hus authorized
Judge J.
d
the receiver of the D. & It. G. W.
Company to expend for road improvements of various kinds, ulmost
$12,000,000. This amount of money
takes into cognizance the fact that
there hus been expended from July 21,
1022, up to March 1, 1023, over one nnd
f
millions of dollars and the bal
ance Is included In new equipment ordered.
Fifty new four and
cottages for employe's nt Soldier Sum
mit, Utah ;100 miles of nurrow gauge
lines in Colorado will be relnid, with
miles of the
rails; forty-fivmain line will also be reluid with heavy
rulls. Extensive improvement In yard
tracks at I'ueblo, Walsenburg, Siillda,
Grand Junction, Colo., are In the pro
gram, together with large extensions
regarding passing trucks and industry
tracks in vnr'ous points la tlio stntf.
The enlargement und Improvement of
shop terminals at principal points, including new nnd modern tools and ma
chinery is unother Item on the bill, together with Improvements and rebuild
ing of steel nnd wooden bridges, and
the rebuilding of existing equipment,
including locomotives and freight cars,
and last but not least Is a large sum
donated, and orders plnced for the purchase of twenty mountain type passenger and freight locomotives, and
ten heavy Mallet type helper locomotives, ten Mikado narrow gauge locomotives, 800 new stock cars of forty-to-n
capacity, and 100 new nurrow
The locomotives,
gauge stock curs.
both passenger nnd freight, and stock
cars are to be delivered Aug. 1, 1023.,
This will go to the entire territory In,
the state of Colorado through which;
the D. & It. G. W. travels, and of
course will be a wonderful help toward
the handling of passenger and freight
service In all those localities. Perhaps
the greatest real assistance from this
large expenditure is the fact that It
will give the western slope an opportunity to ship their crops of fruit and
vegetables this full without such a loss,
because of lack of freight cars, as has
been experienced In the lasf few years.
one-hul-

e

vances.
"Did you know Ellis was released In
Boston a little wtiile ago that there
GROOM
wasn't sufficient evidence to connect
him with the murder?" he was asked.
The man's expression changed and his
fuce became deathly white. His lips
quivered, and then he replied :
"Well, I'm the man who did It. Ellis
Not
was a navy buddy, and I didn't want Millions Use It Fine for Hair!
him to get In bad. The game is lost,
Sticky, Greasy or Smelly.
but I'll take my medicine like a man."
A few cents buys a jar of "Hair- Groom" at any drug store. Even stubFLEES FROM POLICE WAGON born, unruly or shampooed hair stays
combed all day In any style you like.
Officers Outwitted by Girl on Trip "Hair-Groom- "
Is a dignified combing
From Detention Home to
cream which gives thut natural gloss
d
Jail.
effect to your hair
and
that final touch to good dress both In
Toledo, 0. Emma Klnna, nineteen business and on social occasions.
years old, charged with having stolen
Greaseless, stainless "Hair-Groom- "
$96 worth of merchandise from a dedoes not show on the hair because It
partment store, cleverly outwitted po- Is absorbed by the scalp, therefore
lice when she donned another girl's your hair remains so soft and pliable
coat in the woman's detention home and so natural that no one can pos
and escaped from a patrol wagon.
sibly tell you used It.
Emma, with eight girls, marched out
of the place into the wagon which took
Changing Carbon Into Helium.
Since the Durk ages, scientists have
them to police headquarters, where the
sought transmututlon, how to chunge
eight girls were to appear In court.
Emma was not missed until the party one of the buslc elements Into another,
returned to the home, where the other Thut coal Is finally in sight. In the
girls explained that she had ridden research laboratory of Sperry Gyrowith them to police headquarters and scope company, chemists believe they
have discovered how to change carbon
then had walked away unnoticed.
Into helium. They ore checking up.
Helium, which neither burns nor
BABY SAVES LIVES OF SEVEN
explodes, is needed for dirigible air
ships, destined to dot the sky by thou
Sleepers Aroused by Infant's Crying sands.
Find Houee Filled With
Escaping Gas.
Cuticura Comforts Baby's Skin
When red. rough and Itching, by hot
New York. A tragedy that prob
baths of Cuticura Soap and touches of
ably would have cost seven lives was Cuticura Ointment.
Also make use
averted by the crying of a baby, which now and then of that exquisitely scentaroused
Mrs. Antoinette Castuldl,
ed dusting powder, Cuticura Talcum,
Yonkers, from her sleep to find the one of the Indispensable Cuticura
house filled with escaping gas. She
Toilet Trio. Advertisement.
quickly shut off the gas cock which
Good Excuse.
was open in the gas oven.
The boss sent the bookkeeper out to
Lucy Castaldl, aged nine months, be
ticket to Chicago. After
came restless and began to cry. Her buy him
cries aroused her mother, who detected several hours the bookkeeper came
the escape of gas. Mrs. Castaldl and back with the ticket. "Took you a1
her six children were made 111 by the long time," grunted the boss. "Well,
was just behind a girl who was planfumes.
ning her. pext summer's tour." Louis-

.It..

(XRAlVHIl

six-roo-

El A

kilometers of

at inland points where traffic has been
A
impossible In the rainy seasons.
r
program for new road construction has been approved.
now has a new automatic telephone system which will
be extended to care for 800 subscribers. Pole lines for a distance of 1,500
kilometers were maintained In 1922
for Haitian telegraph service.
The figures for last year show that
telegraph traffic increased 26 per cent
and the telephone traffic doubled. The
lowered cost of operation and maintenance was 17 per cent.
Four new automatic flashing acetylene type of lighthouses, with a visibility of 16 miles, have been placed In
commission In the past year. These
additions to the lighting of Haiti's
thousand-milcoastline, formerly regarded by seafaring men as the most
dangerous stretch of coast In th West
Indies, have given Haiti eight excellent lights.

Groom"

.

road In operation throughout the republic.
Forty bridges will be erected

960

C0MBJM3L0SSY
Combed

CO.

repairing. All orders promptly
attended to. Est. 1871 16th A Champa.

Kail-roa-

HAIR STAYS

v

Killed Her Husband and Then Herself.

"i

JRWELIIY

V

Mfir. and

In Another Class.
There was a fire In our neighbor
hood and mother told the twins they
could not go, but could watch from
our yard. Father went to see If he
could help.
"Let's go," I heard Billy say.
"Mother said we couldn't," said
Bobby.
"But futher went," protested Billy.
"Oh, yes," answered Bobby ; "but fa
thers have got minders of their own.'
Exchange.

"Hair

KUKll If
writing
""

BfbCJAl. HI; Ml SKHVlCii
run mention tills paper
firms below.
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Declares Tanlac Overcame Rheumatism and Stomach Trouble,

run-dow- n

newly-furnishe- d

n

GAINS20 LBS.

Jersey City, N. J. "You the captain?" a voice demanded over the teleRestoring Full VigoK
phone In the office of Police Captain
Kelly, In Jersey City.
Tanlac built me up twenty pounds,
"Well, I want to tell you that the and I am as happy over my new health
wrong man has been arrested for kill- as my little boy was over his Christmas toys," declared Mrs. Mary Snyder, 838 Estes St., Charlottesville, Va.
"For two years I suffered from
stomach trouble, rheumatism and a
condition. I was
nervous,
almost a skeleton and got to the point
where, when I went to bed nights, I
wondered If I would be able to get up
In the morning. Rheumatism In my
shoulders was so painful, and I was so
thin and weak that I did little of any
thing except try to get well.
"I was In despair when I started tak
Ing Tanlac, but now my troubles are
all gone and I am as healthy and happy
as I could wish to be. Tanlac has
earned my undying gratitude."
Tanlac is for sale by all good drug
gists. Over 85 million bottles sold.
Advertisement.

and then herself after three days of
married life.
M. and Mine. Pierre Llebaut are the
names of the couple, and for several
hours the discovery of their deuth
threatened to furnish Paris with an ab
sorbing mystery. They were found dead
In bed from shotgun wounds.
Suicide
seemed out of the question, for they
had been married but three dnys and
had been known as being absolutely devoted to each other. Financial difficulties could not furnish a reason, either,
for M. Llebaut was comfortably fixed.
Letter Revealed Secret.
Robbery was the motive the police
were working on until a thorough
home for
search of the
clews resulted In the discovery of tills
letter In the handwriting of the wife:
I am going to kill my husband, and
then shoot myself. For three days we
have been married and our happiness
has been such as to transcend Imaglnation. We never conceived it possible
"Well, I'm the Man Who Did lit."
mat we coum De so nappy, uur nappiness is so great, so very, very great It
You remember
Ing Christina Hervlch.
Is Impossible that It should continue,
she was strangled to death November
80 near her home In Wellington, N. J
don t you?"
"Yes, I remember." Captain Kelly
replied evenly. Then, placing his hand
over the transmitter, he ordered sub
ordinates to trace the call while he
held the man In conversation. He then
resumed his talk with the man on the
other end of the wire, and was told
that Robert E, Ellis, arrested In Bos
ton for the murder, was Innocent. The
captain continued the conversation,
during which the stranger said a man
named Downey killed the girl.
I,
Meanwhile, the New York city police
were hurried to the Bowery, from
where It had been learned the man
was talking. They arrived there while
the young man still was In a telephone
booth. He was taken to the police sta
tion, where he gave his name as Syl
vester .McGrath, (a sailor, and confessed, police say.iiat lie strangled
the girl because she resisted his ad-

some time.
Mrs. Schlesslnger had lived in Ma
nila for several years. She came from

There are today

Youth, Trapped While Telephon
ing Jersey City Police, Admits
Crime, Police Say.

French Woman Kills Her Hus
band and Self Three Days
After Wedding.

ernment.
Merenptah, who Is regarded by most
authorities as the Pharaoh of the
Exodus, reigned 1225 B. C, or about
125 years before

Allen Pays Election
Bet Five Years Old

MRS. M. SNYDER

TO CLEAR BUDDI

The first
Jury In
Kansas acquitted James Cecil,
of Cimarron, charged with having intoxicating liquor In his possession. The Jury was out seven
hours, and 12 Cimarron men had
to get their own suppers while
their wives debated whether
Cecil's car contained a Jug of
rum or vinegar. They finally
decided that It held vinegar.

runPennsylvania Is a bathroom, which originally had
ning water.
Research
Excavation here Is still In progress,
and its completion is expected to
With Four Parties.

University
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STRANGLES GIRL

PAIR WERE TOO

Kansas First Woman
Jury Frees Prisoner

Egyptian Relics
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Taxes Lowered In Colorado.
The first real evidence of
a tendency on the part of governmental authorities to heed the demand for
lower taxes In Colorado Is to be found
In property taxes assessed for all purposes for 1022, to be collected In 1023,
as shown by the records of the State
Tax Commission, based on the reports
of county assessors nnd county treasurers. The reports show nn actual decrease In the total amount of taxes to
be collected In 1923 as compared with
1022. This is the firstt line a decrease,
has been shown since 1916, when the
total amount of taxes collected was
about $100,000 less than for the preceding year. Total taxes collected that
year, however, were but $20,530,000,
compared with more than $42,000,000
to be collected this year.
Denver.

Grocer Receives Gold Medal.
Kansas City, Mo. When the mayor,
the police commissioner and other officials assembled to give George B.
McConkey, grocer, a gold medal for
brnvcry in killing two bnndlts, McConkey said he could not leave the store
and the medal was taken to him by a
motorcycle patrolman.
Dr. Cook Freed on Bond.
Fort Worth, Texas. With the sur
render of Dr. Frederick A. Cook, arctic
explorer nnd oil promoter, to federal
authorities a total of twenty oil men
have either been taken Into custody or
surrendered nnd have been arraigned
before United States Commissioner
George Parker on charges of fraudulent uses of the mnll. Cook snld that
he was In Smnckover when he heard
of the result of the federal Investlga-- .
tion and that he hurried to Fort
Worth to make bond.

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
FOREIGN
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The plague Is raging in almost all,
OF
of India. The statistics
ending March 24 give
new cases for all India, of which
8,000 were fatal.
Three hundred persons Involved In
outbreuk In Warsaw
the
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF have been arrested. The large number
OVERTHROW OF BONAR LAW
of wounded Jews hus served to IntenCONTROL IN PARLIAMENT
Miss Laura Scharf of Carrlzozo suf
WIRES ROUND ABOUT.
sify the excitement in the Jewish quar- fered a broken arm from a fall while
LOOMS
THE WORLD.
ter.
skating on the Carrlzozo rink.
The explosion of a time bomb
Matt Jones, one of the old timers
destroyed the lock of the Dortmund-Em- s around Tucumcnri, committed suicide
was
The
near
ctinnl
Heme.
canal,
at the home of his daughter by taking CABINET IS DEFEATED
DURING THE PAST WEEK
blocked, seriously Interfering with the
strychnine.
truffle
Inland
waterway
complicated
In order to afford better protection
In the Ruhr.
for the city, Socorro has appointed the
VOTE ON A TECHNICAL POINT
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
Special dispatches received in Hamembers of the fire departtwelve
vana from Camuguey,
Cuba, report ment speciul police.
8HOW3 WEAKNESS OF PRESCONDENSED FOR BUSY
that the destruction of sugar cane by
The law offices of E. R. French, of
ENT GOVERNMENT
PEOPLE.
fire still continues throughout the diswere badly dumnged by fire reGallup,
trict. The losses through the fires lire
cently the blaze starting from an
placed at more than 3,000,000 arrobas
stove In ope of the rooms.
London. The government sustained
of cane and sugar production in the
WESTERN
Robert Logan, for several years In
surprise defeat In the House of Com
Edward Malono, a pilot, was killed, Camaguay district will he greatly rethe employ of the Chino Copper
mons by a small majority, seven In
and Hersehel McKee, mechanic, prob- duced.
at Sunta Rita, was instantly
acthin house, on a mere technical point
A tall, slender,
girl, killed when he was struck
ably fatally Injured hi un airplane
a
steam
by
cident at Los Angeles, tecently. The who, In the legends of Italy, was shovel.
This, under ordinary circumstances.
men attempted a flight In a plane "born to be a soldier's bride," fulfilled
the government might Ignore, but, In
Over 400 pupils are now enrolled In
owned by a couuiierelal aviation
the prophecy when the Princess
view of the fact that once before dur
of
schools
the
Mountnlnalr,
public
eldest daughter of King; Victor
Its brief life, the ministry had a
ing
ten
for
all
records
the past
Tor Hie first time In the history of Kiumunuel and Queen Elena, was mar breaking
J lie actuui atteuuunce is over narrow escape In the house, In addl
the lumber Industry In Oregon mills ried to Count Culvl (II liergolo, a war years.
tlon to several bad reverses In bye300 per day.
located in the Columbia river district veteran und n captain in the Italian
oil
elections It Is Impossible to say at the
well
In
Florida
The
drill
the
have found it necessary to operate army.
t
hours u day In order to
Domestic difficulties which have Demlng bus passed the hard forma- present time what attitude the minisnow down over ters will take with regard to this de
keep up with the demands for timber Idled up steadily since Inauguration ol tion und the hole is
The odor of gas Increases feat.
feet.
8,300
conLaw
ISonar
administration
the
products.
After a bandit In Los Angeles had fronted the government us parliament with the depth.
The debate on Imperial trade had
The big warehouse of J. J. White, of
fired at hhn twice because he refused reassembled In London. With 100,000
ended, and a question arose concerning
fire
was
on
und
the
by
t ) be robbed, 15. L. Whitehurst, former
strike
workers
destroyed
probability Mountnlnalr,
the salaries paid to former service
'
" "V ' 1
II
s
Mi.fortune dog. the foot.tep. of hi.n
that a half million building trades may and will be a total loss. It Is believed men
l.'enver newspaper man, took the
The
the
civil
service.
entering
.
In
caused
lime
who di.turb. the
the building
of
Phar.oh.
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By HARRIET BRUNKHURST
Newspaper

the police station. Lucille knew her
New York, but police station! were
not of her New York. She secured the
direction, hailed a taxlcab not because of the distance, but because she
felt that she wouldn't be quite so alone
In arriving at that awesome place to
which her Impulsive action had consigned Merton.
"You'll wait," she directed as she
left the cab, then hesitated. ' "Would
you mind coming in with me? Or
shall I get you arrested for leaving
your cab here?"
"I'll take a chance, miss," said the
chauffeur.
'
But Lucille found the ordeal not so
trying as she had fancied. Even a
police station has its sensibilities and
remains not unmoved at the apparition of a charming young lady. She
did not require a lawyer, as she had
feared, nor was It necessary to secure
identification for the officer who had
made the arrest had seen her board
the train and had noticed her bag.
And Merton was not In a cell. The
twenty minutes which had elapsed
This Illustration shows the combined American fleets in battle formation photographed l.r0 miles out on the Pacific
since Lucille had flung her bag had
ocean from the U. S. S. Henderson ; and Secretary of the Navy Denby, Admlrul Coontz and naval and marine corps
not suflleed to gain attention for Meraids on the Henderson reviewing the fleets.
ton. So it was all utterly simple, and
Merton presently emerged with Lucille
from the police station and entered the

Denby Reviewing Combined Fleets on the Pacific

Mending the
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1923, by McClur
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Lucille was puzzled, not to say worThe most Important
chance In
ried. Her heart was broken, of course.
fashions Is the return of elaborate
That was wliy she was In New York,
draperies, observes a Paris fashion
writer In the Boston Globe. Every.
studying violin.
Now every one knows that to become
1
thing Is draped skirts, wraps, and In
a great musician one's heart must be
some eases, even coats. But the leadbroken. It works out very nicely,
ing novelty of the Dresent season Is
the draped dress which falls Into mys
too, because if one's lieurt Isn't broken
terious folds everywhere.
generally one doesn't care about a
mt
musician's career. But no one has
One of Worth's latest models Is the
dress draped up at one side only. Also
explulned what happens If one's heart
doesn't stay broken. And Lucille was
tnese draperies are so cleverly ar
aware that her own heart was disranged that they seem to cling about
the ankles. This lu a notable feature
playing distinctly robust symptoms.
in our
"Just the same," Lucille thought restyles. We find the
same idea repeated by different dress- sentfully, "it serves Merton right if I
do forget him. He might try to see
masers, In a vast variety of materials,
"
me. He could write. And he needn't
but the general outline remains the
have gone in such a huff even If daddy
same. A great" deal of draped stuff
was unreasonable."
over the hips or over one hip and
a marked tendency to draw In the
Lucille hud thought she could never
taxlcab.
skirt at the ankles.
forgive her futher, either, when he had waiting
Lucille
rather regretted her ImpressSleeves dally become more and
This is a smart turban of mllan emphutlcally refused his consent to ment of the chauffeur
Into her service.
her marriage, or even to an engagemore Important. In some cases they straw, the top of which la covered
It would have been less embarrassing
ment.
are really enormous and of balloon with coque feathers.
or leg o' mutton outline, but these are
"I won't have it I" he had stormed. with a driver less well Informed. But
"A man has no right to marry or think she speedily forgot him.
exceptional. As a rule our dress ar"When are we going to get married,
of marrying until he is in a position
tists are content with sleeves which
Figured Silk Is Used
to support a wife.
are tight from shoulder to elbow and
I won't hear a Lucille?" Merton camo to the point
without delaj.
for Newest Parasols word of it I"
then full and elaborately trimmed
I wouldn't marry any one that aldown to the wrists. The gauntlet cuffs
Merton didn't stay to proffer more
in for a good deal of
are
Parasols
are original but quite wearable. They
words. He left town next day, and he most got me Into Jail," shuddered Luattention.
cille. "Can you ever forgive me?"
obeyed the parental Injunction to reThey are usually of quite
"Not if you won't hurry up and anmain
unheard.
sort, so that they may be really
swer me," retorted Merton.
Lucille
could
then
she
that
thought
used to keep the sun off, not only for
"Well, I suppose dad will be furious,
never forgive her futher. But when
ornament.
he
came iiround so handsomely about but I owe you some amends.
Any
There are some huge ones, really
and I'll make dad come
Chinese umbrellas, of oiled silk, quite her studying the violin, let her go to time, Merton,
too."
around
peuceubly,
as impervious to rain as to sun. That New York, rented attractive rooms
"Oh, that's all right," said Merton
makes these pretty parasols doubly for her in a better class boarding
"I'm a great little old
cheerfully.
useful, for they protect from a sum. house, arranged for her lessons with a
In fact, I brought him and
thoroughly investigated Instructor
mer shower as well as from the sum
mother to town with me. They're
mer sun. They are quite the ogue why, patently, It wasn't easy to feel your to see
that we do It with a
going
Hussars of the Lithuanian volunteer army, led by Commander Budry, us they entered the Memel district.
at some of the beach resorts. They very hard toward dad.
Lucille liked New York, with its proper minister Instead of one of those Previously declared a free state by the League of Nations council, Memel was not Independent very long when the
are decorated with designs of varlou
affairs down at Lithuanians entered and seized control. William Falck, whose portrait Is shown above;' has been appointed cblet
lights, its music, its crowds and its combination
sorts painted on by hand. These
ei the district.
shops; she made friends easily; she City Hall."
of course, come In many colors.
"Dad and mother here!" cried Lureally possessed talent, and was willIndeed, It is quite the thing nowa
cille.
ing to work, so that her lessons were
days to have the parasol made rain
DIRECTOR
"Sure You ought to see how proud HEAVYWEIGHT
proof. This is not Just like the sun. a pleasure, she had a generous allowhe is pf my Job. Sny, Lucille," softly,
Is
It
a
ance,
clothes,
and
for
rather para
youth
pretty
good
rain umbrella,
looks.
It wasn't strange that her "have' you missed me?"
sol made to withstand the rnln.
"
"I've been simply
to
heart
a
began
perk up little In spite declared Lucille.
Some of these are made of flgurefl
of Its owner's stern resolution..
silk, especially In Persian designs,
She had her most engaging snapcombined with plain silk. Broad stripes
and floral designs are used also In shot of Harry copied and enlarged OLD SHOES PUT TO GOOD USE
ami most beautifully framed In silver
these rainproof parasols.
for her dressing table but satisfacValue of Foot Coverings by No Means
Ended When Wearers Have
tory though It was in appearance, it
Waistline Is Higher
was Just one more pleasant thing In
Discarded Them.
Than Previous Season her life.
There came a gorgeous spring mornCollecting old shoes for a living Is
As a general rule tne waistline Is
ing during Lucille's second year In hardly the choice for anyone out to
was
sea.
than
it
last
New York when she walked down become rich qtilckly,;observes a Lonslightly higher
son, and skirts average about eight
Fifth avenue and admitted that her don Answers writer.
to
the
Inches from
ground, according
heart was completely mended.
Judging by the number of people enfashion writer In the New York
Lucille turned westward gaged In this business, however, there
Regretfully
Is
Tribune. It
predicted hy many at
street and took her must be more than a bare subsistence
that the long skirt Is on the wane. way to the Sixth avenue elevated sta- in It and many find It If not a genteel
The sleeves In daytime frocks nre long
tion for there were two hours of calling, at least a lucrative one.
and tight, or long and full, with the study yet
When collected these old
s
remaining on her day's profullness gathered Into a narrow band
She took a cross seat beside find their way to the
gram.
wallpaper manuat the wrist, or else so short that they an open window, looked out over the
facturer, who allows from 10 cents to
An Early Summer Model of Jade Green are little more than cuffs that barely
platform and found herself staring a quarter per pair. Calfskin shoes
cuff
The
shoulder.
the
cover
flnrlng
Crepe Marveain With Pipings of
fetch the best prices, while cowhide
straight into Merton Leslie's eyes.
Is sponsored by several of the lead
Sams Material.
And for a heart completely mended footwear Is not accepted at any price.
are
Ing dressmakers. Evening gowns
motor
Ralph R. Nyman, a
Lucille's acted most singularly. It's
These old shoes are first soaked in
armholes.
with deep-cu- t
are worked in with the sleeve Itself; sleeveless,
owner sprang hastily to her feet, but water to get rid of the dirt. The nail hian, has been chosen to represent the
A photograph of the Dutch steamship Beukelsdjlk which has Just been
employees on the board of directors
sometimes the wide gauntlet effect is
the train started at the same Instant. and thread are removed and the leathColor in Bridal Bouquets.
reported to be a total loss on the rocks at Kunua, on the coast of Africa taken
of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit com
was
Lucille
conscious
of
one
Just
er
fine
produced by the presence of flexible
into
is
thing
then
pulp. It
ground
the war nt Galveston, Tex. The Beukelsdjlk, built In 1014, was an
Following the English and European
pany. Nyman was elected president during
wires. More often one finds a series
she must let Merton know where pressed out Into molds of various patwhaleback, similar to many which are engaged In ore and grain
of the
Idea, this season bridal bouquets are she lived. There was no time to
assocla
Welfare
a
of stiff cords run into the material.
finds Its way into the marterns
the Great Lakes but of greater dimensions, having nine large cargo
get
tlon and by virtue of that position carrying on
ery apt to have a suggestion of color. card from her ease and Lucille did the ket and
Doucet is showing beautiful models
surmounted by an Individual steel cargo derrick.
as "embossed leather."
end of the long ribbon streambecomes a member of the board of di holds, each
with long light sleeves, finishing at At the
blossoms with their only thing that occurred to her flung
people think they are gowhere
ers
has
orange
rectors
of
He
the
been
railroad.
alwith
cuffs
her
which
the wrists
petal
gold handbag through the open ing back to medieval times when they a motorman
centers hav been the
for fourteen years.
window and, with a sigh of relief, saw have the
most cover the hands. Indeed, long dainty yellow now
walls of their libraries and
It is
becoming
popular
fashion,
Merton catch it.
sleeves, which mold the arms, are gorooms
covered
with
matethis
dining
to use a petal from the rose or a tiny
MAKES NEW DISCOVERY
She got off at the next station on rial. It may be Just as well that
ing to be a feature of the spring and rosebud Itself.
they
summer seasons.
The soft mnterlal
the chance that Merton might take the remain In blissful
that
the
ignorance
next train with the idea of overtaking boots and shoes which their
may be plain or niched, but the Imneighbors
Scalloped Herre.
portant thing Is that It should seem
her, but no Merton alighted from the have thrown away now adorn their
not
a
finish
is
Scnlloping
popular
next train nor from the one following.
Very much the same thing
walls and hang on the screens which
but for bathing suits
"He Isn't familiar with New York,
applies to the modern corsage. It Is only for gowns,
protect their eyes from the fire.
of the Mooniers
a
for
allows
It
glimpse
but
and
and
she reasoned. "Of course it wouldn't
tight,
always fitted,
plain
Carriage body builders, as well as
beneath.
occur to him to try to overtake me
worn, over a rational corset.
bookbinders also use large quantities
that way. He might wait there on the of this
pulped leather. It is made Into
:
street platform thinking
carriage coverings, while the cheapest
Be
that I would return," she reflected,
of modern books are bound
grades
Forgotten her father's strictures with leather thus treated.
against Merton, forgotten her own InThe early season hats this year are lace may be used in veil effect extend
There is an unlimited demand for
dls
jured indictment of her
Invariably poke shapes, fitting close ing over the narrow brim and ending
the
material, as it serves many purlover.
did
It
Nor
occur
to
couraged
to the head and with scarcely any In a huge weird bow at one side.
where a certain amount of duraposes
her
Merton
was
in
New
York
that
for
brim. They are more youthful than
reason except to find her. Had she bility Is required.
any
Ribbon
Girdles.
for
had
have
the
shops
any shapes
Girdles for wear on the new spring not seen him, met his eyes?
some time, and should be becoming to
The Robins' Job.
Lucille descended the stairs of the
of
face if properly afternoon dresses are made of seven
most any type
It was a pretty bright February day
r
elevated
Sixth
crossed
avenue
ribbon.
of
station,
Stream
strands
widened
trimmed. The pokes may be
and climbed to the downtown platform, with everything to indicate an early
with huge ribbon bows, heightened ers of the same ribbon may hang at
boarded her train and was soon again spring.
with feathers or broadened with side one side of the dress. Many simple
"The robins toon will be singing
crossing the street to reach the plat
dresses will have as their only trimclusters of ribbon rosettes.
Consolidation of Armour & Co. and Morris & Co., great packing com
again," a man remarked to the drugform upon which, she had last seen
The most youthful effect for the ming a girdle or sash of ribbon which
panies, Into a $550,000,000 concern, has Just been formally accomplished att
who
on
had
waited
him.
gist
Merton.
"They
on
the right side
starts at a cabochon
Chicago. The men shown here, signing the final papers, are, left to right, seat
poke Is the side trim of shirred
But there was no Merton on the sang In Indianapolis In February last
rosettes placed flatly at the sides of the waist and ends at another
ed C. J. Faulkner, general consul of Armour & Co.; F. Edson White.
Lucille
checked the sinking year."
of the bonnet. The rosettes may be cabochon on the left side. .From eith- platform.
president of Armour & Co.; P. D. Armour, vice president of Armour & Co.
of her heart. It was all right. Nat
"Well, it won't be long, that's sure,"
Frank Callahan, New Yerk attorney ; Samuel McRoberts, president)
made of plain ribbon, ribbon with sil er cabochon may be suspended a
Standing
would
she had gone the druggist acquiesced.
of Metropolitan Trust Co., New York city ; Robert L. Clarkson of Chase Se-ver or gold edges, metal ribbon or nar shower of narrow ribbon streamers In urally hehomo. Herthink
address was In the
"You're right, they'll be singing," a
straight
row black lace. The Parisian wmm various colors or the same color.
Prof. Albert Einstein, whose theory curity corporation, New York city ; Arthur Reynolds, president of Continental
bag, and he would knew that it was
boy said sagely. He was
of the moment Is to have a insmall
of relativity made him famous, has and Commercial Trust Co., Chicago.
him
to
the
address
In
son.
that
she
had
Colors
the
Vivid
give
do
Scarfs.
won't
the
"They
druggist's
cluster of bright flower buds
announced a new discovery. He
thrown the bag to him.
Knitted scarfs for spring and sumanything else but sing. They won't Just
center of the rosette. Round medalA Frenchman spent ten years of his
never
would
"He
dream
of
work
re
lovelier
mer
are
wear
ever.
than
Both
for a iivln' like the rest of us s withholding the details, but it has
my
INTERESTING ITEMS
lions of pearl beads are also popular
to do with the connection between the
life to Invent a noiseless clock, and!
she suddenly realized. "My have to."
as a center for gold or silver metal the silk and the wool numbers evince turning,"
earth's power of attraction and terreswhen he bad succeeded nobody would
was in the bag and he wouldn't
A speed plane in France flew at the
ribbon rosettes. Where pearls and a fondness for color, and stripes and purse
trial magnetism. The picture shows
buy it.
know that I curry change In my
Did Grandma Say?
hour.
nil add to the genWhat
checks
and
an
of
an
more
miles
193
used
of
are
plaids
rate
ribbons
metal
Diamonds have been discovered In
When Dorothy was five years old, Professor and Mrs. Einstein.
eral effect of gayness. Scarfs In which pocket such a masculine habit. Well,
The first casual settlers arrived at
evening bonnet effect is obtained.
a district In Dutch Guiana which has
fit least he'll wait at the house until she felt that she had reached that
1026.
much
are
In
Is
to
the
Island
May,
degold
pronounced
are
Manhattan
Evening affairs at present
Phrases and Freeze.
arrive."
stage In life when every Action taken
Indians had a ball game, In which yielded gold for more than forty
and fore, and combinations of gold and
manding lace both for gowns
years.
In these days, when even the was
before ColumBut the ticket chopper accosted her by her mother called for comment or
royal blue are seen with frequency.
they used a rubber ball,
hats. Nothing could be prettier for The
The best camembert cheese Is mad
She had watched her figures in the bargain sales windows bus discovered America.
orange shades are also sponsored as she passed him.
approbation.
the
than
gown
dinner
lace
black
a
cofrom the milk of Norman dairy caU
"You are the young lady that had mother pay the washerwoman every look haggard and those who take thema strong bid for
The number of victims of the
is trimmed with and purples make
that
hat
black
Inlargo
tie, which are kept In the open air at
the gold bag pinched, aren't you?" Tuesday for a long time, and it per- selves seriously are almost as popular caine habit In Vienna has suddenly
approval.
Is noths a fat man In a Jitney, any little creased.
exquisite black lace. There
night.
he asked. "Well, the thief didn't get plexed her that her mother permitted
does
as
face
the
softens
r
ing which
A new variety of barley now being)
away.
The planet Saturn has a
Happened to be a policeman grandma to work in the kitchen, mak joke seems to magnify it. At a very
Plaid In Sport Wear.
r
lace. On large hats of horsehair,
day, distributed to American farmers
behind him and seen him grab ing pies and dressings, without rec enjoyable luncheon recently at
Instead of a
right
day,
clothes
and
show
a
materials
origIs
often
Just
Sports
straw or tulle there
inated from a single plant raised from
given for a lady of high social like the earth.
crown an amazing variety or checks and the bag out of your hand. YouH find ompense, although she worked harder
room
where
a
sweep of wide lace about the
In
the
from
fumes
stock
a
the
of
East,
of seed Imported from the!
guest
tandlng
Gasoline
It all safe over to the police station, than the washerwoman.
which ends in long streamers at one plaids, more than for several seasons miss."
So It happened that on Tuesday last, ponor was heard to remark to her
ventilation Is Inadequate produce cases southern border of the Black sea.
side. Sometimes one streamer Is long past. The one thing to remember Is
chronic
who
had
been
After a memorable snowstorm la
gasoline poisoning.
springing French of acute or
"Police station I" gasped Lucille In when mother bad paid the woman for
throat not to overdo these designs. If there
enough to be wound about the
In spite of the tremendous strides February, 1809, the temperature nt the
dismay and fled down the stairs, her the washing and she had left, Doro phrases rather plentifully on the genis a plaid coat, let the skirt be plain,
for
Is
InThis
appropriate
scarf.
a
the
as
gas
eral conversation, "Oh, Mrs. Dash, I of the electrical Industry,
top of the snow cover 13 inches deep,
thy said to her grandmother:
and vice versa. ' The human eye can heart pounding with appropriate speed.
five
restaurant wear, with the
as at Washington, D. 0 was 7.8 degree!
She had to stop until the traffic
"Grandma, we don't have to pay you, adore to bear you talk. All those little dustry today employs times times
more than one of this
in
take
scarcely
much
as
dinner gown.
below sero, while at the bottom It waj
foreign words give your conversation many men and twenty
policeman was able to direct her to do wc? We know you."
On the small poke bonnets, black season's plaid garments at a time.
'
81 decrees above.
auch a Neapolitan found I"
capital at in law.
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THE AWFUL MESS OF AIMEE AND BILLY

"

face

I've seen hli photograph.

"It's the face," said Aimee fiercely,
I've seen
"of a cold boiled codfish
It I've seen It! It made me feel as
If my shoes were full of water!"
"Aimee I" said Georglna plaintively.
"You appal mel"
"Good thing! Then you know how
I feel!" retorted Aimee pertly. "The
whole thing appals me. These curates I
I'm fed up with them! Alexander is
the limit I"
Aimee paused for breath.
"He's a frump 1" she said, with extraordinary vehemence.
"He Is goodl" Insisted Georglna.
"That Is a good man's face. If ever I
saw one. And," added Georglna, with
a rapt expression on her plump features, "he will fall In love with you,
Aimee. I'm sure of It I And wher
1

Alexander') eyes became keener. lit looked a little contemptuous.
"Are you ifraidf" he said. "Do you not see that you must face
the consequences of this foolish thing you have donet Once the
truth is told, you have nothing to fear from the police."
"The police!" said Aimee scornfully. "I'm not afraid of the
I'm not much afraid of Aunt Erythea. It isn't that at all.
police.
the
other thing."
It's
"What other thing
Aimee looked at him trilh growing embarrassment.
"Oh!" she said at last, desperately, "have I got to put it in so
Didn't you understand
many words t My staying at Ivy cottage!
what I told youf I was there two nights."
Mr. Lambe, to her surprise, did not look forbidding or censor-ou- t.
Instead, hehoked a little puzzled. And in that moment Aimet

f

conceived a liking for Alexander.
"Now that I have seen you, and heard your story," he said, "1
attach no importance to that incident, whatever."
"Ah," said Aimee sadly, "but other people will, you see."
Alexander suddenly flushed crimson, and he avoided Aimee's
eye. But his face grew peculiarly grim.
"I have only this to say. That man that Spencer uho
dared to expose you to such a situation, is the culprit I wish to see.
He deserves"
Aimee's heel smote the floor.
"Not a word against Billy! It's he who saved me, right from
the beginning. He begged me to let him own up. But he has kept
I wanted it kept. lie is a gentlemy secret, at his own risk, because
man!"

A

"Billy," said Aimee, "this is my Cousin Alexander.
knows all about it. It seems this is our finish, Billy."
The two men turned and faced each other.

And he's

There you have it in nuUhell the awful men that Aimee and
Billy have got into. For Aimee it a biahop'a daughter and a nice girl
And Couiin Alexander it a young
they don't make 'em nicer.
churchman and churchmen are obliged to tell the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth. And Aimee it masquerading a a
ervant maid, and ia mixed up in a burglary and if gallivanting around
with an unknown American, Billy Spencer, who hat a new kind of
motorcycle to tell. Incidentally, Billy it at nice at they make 'em, too.
It't an Englith ttory, but it't bright at a new American dollar.
And entertaining! and thrilling; I
Sidney Gowing it the author. He't a comparatively new man, but

He certainly hat
he't already made an international reputation.
written a good ttory here, which detervet itt name "The Joy of
Living."
CHAPTER

I

Sentenced.
"I can't (jo, dad," snld
perately, "ami I won't !"

Almce des-

"My answer, my denr Aimee," snld
Jyord Scroope firmly yet benlKnnntly,
"U tlmt you must go, and you shall 1"
"A month of Aunt Erytheu," snld
Aimee In stifled tones, "would kill me.
Why are these tilings always plied on
to me? I'm fed up!"
The Very Itev. Viscount Scroope,
archdeacon nnd Incumtient of the living of Scroope Magnit, gazed dreamily
over his daughter's head without appearing to hear lier. A sunbeam fithe diamond
ltered through
panes,
Illumining his silver linlr and ftnry
u
rut features. It was as though the
snld: "Behold a saint; here 1b
one who hears and speaks no evil."
Lord Scroope undoubtedly
A saint
was; calm, benign and Immovable as

granite.

"My dear child," he said gently, "let
us admit the cold light of reason. You
can have no genuine objection to your
Aunt Krythea, for you have never set
eyes on her since you were three years
Jervnulx abbey Is a
old.
ami strictly ordered house.
Jt Is an atmosphere which will correct, I hope, the Influence of that deplorable school from which we have
You must go.
Aunt
removed you.
try then desires that you shall go.
And that, as you will realize when you
mnke her acquaintance, Is final."
The lion. Aimee
vividly
lovely face became still more mutinous nnd desperate.
"And do not suppose that you will
lack youthful society," added Lord
"Your cousin, AlScroope, smiling.
exander Lamlie, Is at Jervnulx. A
little older than yourself, doubtless,
lint an excellent companion for you.
,A voting man wholly devoted to good
Ivnrl:, and with unexceptionable connections, he will doubtless attain that
tmlnence which his uunt would wish
for him."
Almec looked at her father with Intense suspicion. Then she turned to
the photograph of a young man In a
clerical collar; the face was pleasant
but somewhat serious, with large,
frank, round eyes. The face that
Aimee made at It was hideous.
"Go and tell your maid to pack,
dear child," said Lord Scroope gently,
patting her head. Aimee was twenty
years of age, and stood five feet six,
but her father contrived to have the
lr of patting somebody about three
feet high.
Aimee said something Inarticulate,
for a rose-piu- k
and made a bee-lin- e
boudoir where Lady Scroope, blonde,
butpetite and wholly charming, was
toning her gloves. Amid pink surroundings, Lady Scroope looked little
fclder than her daughter.
Aimee
said
forcibly,
"Mummy,"
"you'll hare to throw me a rope. I
bava simply got to be rescusJ from

She expounded
this awful visit!"
with extreme rapidity and terror her
views on Jervnulx, Lady Erythea
Lambe, and Alexander.
Lady Scroope twinkled, and was so
exasperating as to laugh. She put
her hands affectionately on her daugh
ter's shoulders.
"Sorry, Aimee," she snld; "there Is,
as you would say, nothing doing. You
will have to go. I can't huve your
dear father worried any more. I don't
think," she added pensively, "there's
any cause for real alarm about Aler
ander Lambe."
"It's all very well for you," mourned
Aimee, "but "
"I'm renlly sorry, dear. I am going
s
to the
and elsewhere
for a few weeks, but when I come
back I will make It up to you. These
are the little crosses you have to
bear."
She kissed her daughter, and hur
ried down to the car.
The car whirled her away, and
Lord Scroope followed It with dream
Aimee, who had
ily adoring eyes.
watched the pair with a sort of ex
asperated affection, turned Into the
morning

that happens"

"Oh, yon make me sick!" said the
frenzied Aimee. "It's a disease with
Sentiment revolts me. This
you
maundering about love"
"Aimee," said Georglna almost tearfully, "your very name means 'BeI

loved'"

"Oh, rats!" said Aimee furiously,
and fled from the room.
CHAPTER

II

Escape.
deepest depression, Aimee
wandered down the park avenue
towards the high road. She passed
through the lodge gates and turned
the corner of the road.
There Aimee halted, and considered
the perversity of Fate. And close beside her barked a sharp explosion,
with a flash of yellow flame and a
whiff of pungent smoke. And a clear
voice exclaimed;
"II !"
"Just what I was thinking!" said
In the

Aimee.
A young man, who was tinkering a
whence came the explomotorcycle,
sion, looked up startled, and removed
his cap.
"Oh ! I'm sorry !" he snld. "I didn't
know there was anyone around."
They looked at each other, and both
It was Impossible to look
laughed.
at the stranger and fall to laugh. Not
In derision, but Joyously, spontaneously, as one laughs when the breeze heels
the boat, or when a puppy dog falls

head over tall.
When the motorcyclist grinned, his
teeth were so white that they gave
the effect of a flash. His fair and
rather tousled hair caught the sun.
His head looked as if it might be
rammed through a door, without damaging unythlng except the
He was big built, and about twenty-fivbut his bright blue eyes might
have belonged to a boy of sixteen. He
wore dusty blue overalls.
"That's better I" he said approvingly, as Aimee laughed again. "You
were looking as if you felt pretty
door-pane-

e,

low."

"I was. Everybody has been appalling I Talking sentiment till I feel
sticky all over."
The stranger's face fell.
"Gee! That's too bad! Se'!ment,
eh?" He made a gesture as If ward- -

room.

"What on earth," she murmured, "Is
one to do with people like that?"
She encountered her guest and
cousin,
Georglna Berners, twenty-threplump and placid, dressed In a
style that suggested enforced economy. Miss Berners was looking wistful.
"Why, Georgle," said Aimee, encircling her nmple waist, "have you the
Let's be miserable tohump, too?
gether-"

"It has been lovely here at Scroope,"
Georglna, "and you are such
I've nothing to go back to
a dear.
hut Uncle Joseph, who doesn't think
and
about anything but biology,
scarcely remembers I exist though he
It will be
Is quite kind, of course.
awful after this."
"I've never met your Uncle Joseph,"
said Aimee, "but I'm certnin he's
nothing to my Aunt Erythea and
sighed

She broke Into a frenzied and vivid
of all that awaited ber.
"A place something between a cathedral and a barrack, and a fearful
sort of Roman matron with a nose
like the duke of Wellington's I've
never seen aunt'g nose, but It's certainly like that and to be drilled Into
word-pictur- e

flirting decorously with an
curate who, some day, they say, will
owl-face- d

probably be a bishop"
Georglna was Intensely shocked.
"Aimee, you really are extraordinary! Many people would be too glad
to be In your shoes. A long visit to
a charming old place Jervaulx, they
d
than
say, Is even more
Scroope everything orderly, romantic,
"
peaceful
"Moldy!" Interrupted Aimee.
"And luxurious.
Lady Erythea,
everyone says, Is a splendid manager.
And your cousin a nice, sensible

They Looked at Each Other and Both
Laughed.
"Sentiassailants.
ment Is poison Ivy I It gives me that
tired feeling. Madam, accept my sympathy."
In the space of a moment they felt
as though they had known each other
for years.
"Do you live anywhere about here?"
said Aimee. "I seem to have seen "
"Here? About seven thousand miles
of here I" said the
"Cobalt, Arapastranger, laughing.
hoe county. Citizen of the world
answer to the name of 'Billy.' And
I'm here In England," be added, lay
off

Ing

h

Invisible

ing a loving hand on the tank of the
motorcycle "to sell this."
"Weird-lookin- g
thing I" said Aimee,
with Interest, for the cycle's engine
was of a remarkable shape. "Yours?"
"Minel" said the stranger Joyously.
"Alone I did It. I hold the patent It's
a Sanakntowzer the Flying Sphinx I"
"Klpplpg name. Can it Ayr
"Can It fly? It devours space like
the sunbeams lick up the mists of the
mornln' I And no more noise than a
baby's whisper.
"Around the world In thirty winks
When once astride the Flying Sphinx

I

"It's got Slnbad'i Carpet an' the
e
He
Boots guessing."
threw a leg over the saddle. "Like a
spin up the road? Jump up behind I"
Aimee Immediately perched herself
on the carrier. There was a whirl
wind charm about the stranger that
carried her away. The next moment
the Flying Sphinx did the same. The
wind whistled past Aimee's ears. To
keep her seat she was obliged to grab
Billy suddenly round the waist.
"Don't mind If I hold you?" she
Seven-leagu-

gasped.

"Shucks !" said Billy Impatiently. "I
don't care how you hold me, s'long's
you don't hit the grit I"

and scattered them on the road. "You
can take my things with you!"

"If you think for a moment I'd have
"
anything to do with such a business
A fiendish expression came over Aimee's features. She gripped her cousin's arms again.
"If you don't" she hissed, "I'll tell
everybody about you and Aloyslus
Blennerhasset getting lost at the
picnic!"
At this monstrous accusation, Georscarlet. The mildest pecblushed
glna
cadillo in a blameless life, the memory
of the Incident In Question always
filled her with alarm ; Aimee had held
It over her head before.
"I won't listen to another word!"
she gasped.
,
"You needn't
It Is the time for
deeds I" Aimee seized a small square
box from among the luggage and
thumped the chauffeur on the back.
"Grundle, stop here! I have only a
bag, I'll walk up to the station approach. Take Miss Bemers on to Jervaulx. And hurry she Is beblnd time
already I"
A faintly bewildered
expression
passed over the chauffeur's face, as
though he were trying to arrange his

They breasted the crest of the rise.
"Hang tight now 1" he cried. "We'll
let her out I"
The Sphinx went forward with the
whirr of a shell. She peeled the roadway behind her like a running tape.
Aimee felt the roar of the wind rise
to a scream. Billy leaned lightly forward towards the handle-barcool,
effortless, efficient
Aimee was only conscious of being
whirled gloriously through space, when
e
the Sphinx, after a
loop, slid
back to the spot whence she had
started. Aimee sprang from the car-

Jervaulx, returning here direct."
The chauffeur, who was a middle-ageman with a singularly wooden
expression, seemed to be making a
mental effort.
He saluted, staring
straight before him.
"Goodby, Georglna I Bless you, my
child; bless you I Drive on, Grundle.
What are you waiting for?"
The car meandered out of Scroope
park and turned northward along the
main road. Georglna was In low spirits. Aimee throughout had been seething with an enormously Increased
sense of mutiny, and, as they neared
the station, she exploded.
"I can't stand It, Georgle!"
"I wish I were you I" said Georglna
mournfully.
"Eh?"
"I wish I were Aimee Scroope, and
on my way to Jervaulx abbey. That's

d

all."
Aimee started slightly. An extraordinary Impish expression came into
her eyes. Georglna, who knew the
sign of old, looked at her nervously.
"You are I" said Aimee, In a voice
of unlooked-fo- r
decision.
"What on enrth do you mean?"
Aimee gripped her by "the arm, and
replied, In a low voice that bubbled
with excitement.
"My dear, fat cousin, yonr full
name, as I remember, Is Georglna
Amy Scroope Berners!
Lop off the
superfluous head and tall, and there
Near enough
you are Amy Scroope.
for anyone. You are going to Jervaulx
Instead of met
Aunt Erythea has
never seen me, nor has Alexander
Lambe.
And neither of them know
you from Adam I mean Eve! You'll
Bult them down to the ground I"
Georglna looked at her with dawning terror.
"It is a gorgeous arrangement!" exclaimed Aimee, tightening her grip on
her cousin's arm. "And nothing easier. Uncle Joseph will never miss
yon leave me to fix that up. Grundle
will deliver you at Jervaulx; he's a
and has probably
perfect euper-ldlot- ,
forgotten which of us is to go there,
If we didn't tell him. He never talks,
either. As for me, I shall go to
or on a walking tour or anything I choose!"
"Aimee, are you mad?"
"It Is one of the sanest moments of
my life I" retorted Aimee; and, loaning over the back, she tore the tag-labe- li

I"

there is I

of the youni
indistinctly," said Ladj
and pliant and tbe
Erythea, producing an
at ease. A
nerves
what
yon
me.
Say
"always annoys
have to say clearly."
Georelna had not realized thai
Lady Erythea was extremely deaf.
"There Is something I have to exi
plain," she bawled hoarsely Into thi
can I see yon
alone?"
"Ah I" ald Lady Erythea vaguely,
"I am pleased that you look forward
so much to your visit. No, you need
Here Is youi EMPHATIC
not fear being alone.
DENIAL
IN
HIS
cousin," she added, as a young man
th
out
In clerical collar came
upon
Youngster Wanted It Distinctly Uncousin,
steps.
"Alexander, your
derstood That He Had Not
Aimee."
Eaten at the Harper's.
Georglna turned a pale and timid
face to the stranger. The Rev. and
Young Jock K., age six, of StaunHon. Alexander Lambe bowed.
ton, had the habit of slipping away
Alexander was large and well to a
neighbor's house frequently for
though somewhat loosely, built At his favorite food. He
usually neghard
was
mee's epithet,
lected to tell his mother, but the
Certainly his
ly fair.
mother learned of his visits. Eecent-l- y
face was a little serious, and his eyei
he failed to eat dinner with his
large and round, but very kindly.
usual gusto, practically passing it up.
"Welcome to Jervaulx, Cousin Ai- This
caused his mother to question
mee," he said.
blm.
A sudden interest and sympathj
"Jack, haven't you been eating at
quickened in the large eyes as thej Harper's today?"
And
face.
on
rested
Georglna's
"No, mamma."
the
girl's fear died
"Are you sure?"
Lambt
Mr. Alexander
within her.
"Jack, do you tell me you did not
looked so cool and protective and de- eat there
today?"
pendable.
Jack, emphatically:
"Mamma, you
"Escort your cousin to the morning can
pray to heaven I didn't eat there
room, Alexander," said Lady Erythei
today."
authoritatively, "and offer her reHe really had not Indianapolis
freshment after her drive."
News.
And
al
In
walked
together.
They
they walked their backs seemed to
FOR OVER 40 YEARS
suggest, In some subtle manner, that
MEDICINE has
an understanding, a mutual sympathy, HALL'S CATARRH
been used successfully In the treatment
Backi of
had dawned between them.
Catarrh.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE concan be very expressive sometimes.
sists of an Ointment which Quickly
Lady Erythea regarded them with a Relieves by local application, and the
look of commanding
approval. Shi Internal Medicine, a Tonic, which acta
the Blood on the Mucous Surfollowed them majestically up tin throughthus
faces,
reducing the Inflammation.
Bold by all druggists.
steps.
& Co., Toledo, Ohio,
F.
J.
Cheney
"This," proclaimed Lady Erythea's
erect and overwhelming back, "Is ai
Ambitious Wild Geese.
I ordained it from the beginning."
Only one native species of wild geese
breeds well In captivity. That Is the
CHAPTER III
Canada goose, which, under suitable
conditions, can be bred as easily as
Billy.
the barnyarrd varieties. The New
Aimee tramped along the broad York
zoological park has reared sevmuch
At
Scroope,
highway, whistling.
eral Canada geese every year until Its
more at Jervaulx, one was not al- flock now numbers
many pairs. The
lowed to whistle. Ever and anon shi usual number of
nested last
pairs
stopped whistling to laugh.
but one curiously acquisitive
spring,
Aimee had dropped the square box and
equally pugnacious pair, apparentInto a quarry pit an hour before and
ly dissatisfied with their own brood of
continued on her way unburdened five, decided to Increase it. By comThe Idea of finding lodgings at
bined browbeating and persunslon they
appealed to her. She had succeeded In abducting the goslings of
funds enough. A month's pockel other birds until they had 15, a nummoney was In her purse, and Ladj ber
entirely without precedent.
Scroope had been liberal on her de
parture.
Tune.
"What a row there'll be," chuckled
"I can't whistle this Russian muAimee, "if Georgle doesn't play up sic." "No?" "Can't carry the tune."
I don't core. I gave them my ulti- "It is rather heavy." Louisville
matum.
They can't hang me. I'vi
been very patient with them all. Ona
must make a stand sometime or other,
Who does my life belong to," demanded Aimee, never a purist In grammar, "if not to me?"
Are you dull, tired and achy bothered with a bad back? Do you lack
A faint sound was borne upon thi
ambition, suffer headaches and dizzbreeze, a noise that attuned Itself cuinessfeel "all worn out"? Likely
Aimee's
to
It
wai
thoughts.
riously
your kidneys are to blame. Lameness,
of
a
bee.
Shi
buzz
like the
homing
sharp stabbing pains, backache and
disorders are all
annoying urinary
saw
a motorcycll
looked up, and
symptoms of weakened kidneys. Don't
speeding along the road with a smeai
Get
wait for more serious trouble.
of following dust behind It like tin
back your health and keep it! Uie
Doan's Kidney Pills. Thousanda of
tail of a comet Aimee recognized thi
folka tell their merit.
Ask Your
Flying Sphinx, and became aware oi
Neighbor!
a laughing face looking up at hers,
A Colorado Case
and a set of very white teeth.
Mrs. W. J.
"Why, It's Billy I" she cried spon1430 E. River L0a9lrV
taneously.
St, Canon City,
Colo., says:
"My
"Hello, old chap I" cried the cyclist
kidneys didn't act
his fair hall
Billy was
right and I had a,
great deal of pain
sticking up at the crown In a littli
through the small
tuft that blew about In the wind.
ot my back that
made me feel
"Where were you making for?" hi
I had
said.
pains In my head
and suffered with
"The unemployment bureau!" re
dizzy spells,
My
torted Aimee flippantly.
mother had Used
Doan's
Pills and she told me
concern.
Kidney
face
expressed
Billy's
to try them. I used Doan's and they
"I suppose you're guying me. You
cured me."
don't mean you've lost your Job?"
Get Doan'a at Any Store, 60c a Bos
"Job?" Aimee bubbled with amuseY
ment "Well, I had a Job all ready
for me this morning. But It's washed
CO., BUFFALO, N. V.
out. I've lost it And now I'm adrift"
Billy was perplexed. He had been
PARKER'S
Hi
wholly unable to place Aimee.
HAIR BALSAM
wondered If she were a governess. A
BDOTMluiartiStopUalrriUl!Ofj
RsMtorc Color and
question was on his Hps, but hi
BtMnty to Cray and Faded HaM
checked himself for fear of giving of
ft imp Chcm. Wlt8.Fatctioiiu,y.T.

'The modern tendency

muscles relaxed

to enunciate

t,

"owl-faced-

clean-shave- n

--

panic-stricke- n

two-mil-

rier.
"Oh, thank you 1" she gasped. "That
was too good to be true 1"
The cyclist, without dismounting,
looked at her glowing face and frank
eyes.
"I wish there were more like you,"
he said, laughing. "Tell 'em whoever they are to can the sentiment.
S'long, an' good luck to you I"
He raised his cap, and next moment
the Sphinx whirred him away In a
cloud of golden dust Aimee followed
him with her eyes till he was round
the bend, then she turned back Into
the park. It seemed to her that the
sunlight had become le3S vivid and the
sky paler.
Very slowly, Aimee made her way
back to the portals of Scroope Towers,
where the heavy family car, laden
with luggage, stood waiting. Georglna
was on the steps, abundantly wrapped
up, and Lord Scroope stood beside
her.
"Grundle," he said to the chauffeur,
"you will drop Miss Berners nt the
station and take Miss Aimee on to

"There is
the Imrenire.
mistake I May

Georglna

Faltered.

He rubbed his ear for a moIdeas.
ment, then saluted and let In the
clutch.
Georglna, who had risen with the
intention of escaping from the car,
lost her balance and collapsed In a
slightly undignified manner on the

seat

struggled up and turned a
flushed face towards her cousin.
'Stop I Stop I" she cried, in an ag
onized voice. "Aimee "
"Good-by- ,
denr!" said Aimee, wav
ing her handkerchief. "Don't get lost
with Alexander!"
The car bore the speechless and ges
ticulating Georglna out of sight round
the bend. Aimee sat down on her box,
burled her face in her hands, and dissolved Into such unfeeling laughtei
that a pair of thrushes and a chaffinch
fled from the hedge In indignation and
alarm.
She

Onward through the green lanes
over the county border the ear
carried a limp and nerveless Georglna. Consternation had given away
to numb despair.
"What shall I dor she thought.
What am I to say to Lady Erythea?
There'll be a fearful rowl"
Georglna racked her brains for a
There
way out of the difficulty.
seemed to be none. She lay back exhausted. And so perverse Is even the
purest of human minds that a faint
suggestion crept into Georglna's a
little whisper, as it were, in that
blameless ear that It would be peculiarly delightful If she could fill the
role that Aimee had mapped out for
and

her.

Georglna started, and thrust the
from her with horrified self- reproach. Again she sought for an
explanation a true one which would
save Aimee's face. By the time she
had considered and rejected half a
dozen, finally deciding on one that
she thought might do, the car had covered the thirty miles and was threading through the park road of JerIdea

Courier-

-Journal.

Weak and Miserable?

Brad-sha-

bare-heade-

e.

DOAN'S

"piI

I

fense.

"Lost It?" he exclaimed.
"I guesi
It's Just as welll You look a heap
happier! What Job d'you think of
chasln'?"
"I I don't know."
looked at her eagerly. A sudBilly
vaulx.
den flash came into his eyes, as on
Georglna stumbled out of the car who conceives a superb idea.
at the main entrance and faced a
gaunt and majestic lady in gray silk
who came down the steps.
"Will a duck swim!" cried
"And so, my dear Aimee," said
Aimee. "Of course I'll come."
Lady Erythea, in a large and Informative voice, "you arrive at last. Welcome !"

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Georglna faltered. Everything she
Radio.
had intended to say was driven out
"What's the matter now?" yelled hli
of her head. Aimee had been propheticAunt Erythea was very like wife.
"I'm trying to pick up a blinking
the duke of Wellington.
story. The kids ain't Inter-site"Lady Erythea I" gasped Georglna,
In crop reports."
came to onload
off her luggage and Qeorglna's, as two
bed-tim- e
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PROPER CARE OF

RESERVE. NEW MEXICO

USE PUREBRED SIRES
IN IMPROVING HERD

LAMBSiS

URGED

Rapid Development and Profitable Gains During Growing
Period Are Important.

ly

Canada Rightly Proud of
Achievements in 1922.

Experiment RecentEnded at Iowa Station.

Fifteen-Ye-

ar

of Scrub Cow In.
creased 63 Per Cent by Their
Daughters Many
Farmers Are Afraid.

TENDING TO STUNT

Animals Should Not Only Be
Properly Nourished but Also Kept
Free From Various Ailments
Diseases Cause Loss.

Young

The miniature automobiles shown In the photograph were all made by the
students of the Chicago Latin school, many of whom come from wealthy families. They are on exhibit at the school rooms. The makers of the toys are
grouped around the table.

DIFFERENTIAL IS

Take Care of Car.
An ounce of attention Is worth
a pound of overhaul. .
An oiling a day keeps the repairman away.
Look before you back.
Spare the oil and spoil the
car.
A rolling car
gathers no

NOT UNDERSTOOD
Purpose of Mechanism Is to Deliver Equal Amount of Power
to Each Rear Wheel.

crowd.
A tool

In the kit is worth
thousands in the garage.
Service is as service does.
Fools rush in where experts
fear to ride.
A little knowledge
of electrical systems Is a dangerous
thing.
An ounce of instruction may
save a pound of repair.
A skid to the wise Is

How many automobile owners know
what a differential Is and of what use
It Is? A writer asserts that even a
large proportion know little, If anything about it.
On ail cars with beveled gear drive
such as Is used on the modern passen
ger cars, the differential Is located In
the rear axle and Its purpose Is to de
liver an equal amount of power from
the engine to each of the rear drive
wheels, regardless of whether one Is
going faster or slower than the other.
What Differential Does.
In driving a car In a circle, or any
part of a circle, the outer wheel has to
travel a longer distance than the one
on the Inside, with the result that It
must turn around a greater number of
times. If the rear axle were made of
one solid piece connecting the two
drive wheels, It would then be Impossible for one wheel to turn more rapid

ly than the other, with the result that
one would have to slip when rounding
a curve. Thus, the differential permits
one wheel to turn faster than the other,
thereby keeping either of them from
skidding on the ground. At the same
time, It Is so constructed that It will
deliver the same amount of turning or
twisting torque on the wheel which Is
turning the fastest as on the other
one.
The construction of the differential
Is similar in principle to an "evener"
which Is placed back of a team of
horses to divide the load between the
two. The evener divides the load be
tween the two so that, regardless of
whether one horse Is ahead of or to
the rear of the other, he will be pulling
approximately his share of the load.
In the rear axle of a car Is placed
the differential which divides the load
from the engine, equally between the
two drive wheels, the same as the
evener divides the load between the
horses. The equalizing action of the
differential can be seen by Jacking up
the rear wheels of the car, then put-

ting

the

gear

lever In low speed.

Dis-

engage the emergency brake and turn-onof the wheels forward or backward,
at the same time watching the effect
on the opposite wheel. You will notice that the other wheel turned directly opposite to the way In which
the one is going. This peculiar action
has led to many Interesting stories
from new motorists when they have
discovered It.
Some Disadvantage.
While the differential Is a necessity
In the average car. It has some disadvantages which have not yet been
In case one
satisfactorily overcome.
wheel drops into a deep mudhole so that
the tire cannot get traction, the differential will allow this wheel to turn
around and prevents any more power
being delivered to the opposite wheel,
which might pull the car out were It
not for the differential action. Different mechanical devices have been
shown at various times to lock two
rear wheels together under circumstances of this kind. Due to the complex nature of these devices, however,
they have never come into commercial
use.
A great many patented types of differentials have been brought out at
different times to do away with this
spinning of one wheel when In a slip
pery spot, but so far the standard type
of bevel gear differential Is used on
practically all standard makes of cars
which seems to prove that nothing
better has been brought out so far.

(Prepared by the United Statei Department
of Agriculture.)
The rapid development and profit
able gains of lambs depend largely
upon their freedom from disease and
upon the nourishment they get during
the first few months of their lives, ac
cording to the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture. Both disease and
lack of nourishment, If continued for
a number of days or weeks, tend to
stunt the young animals. An animal
once thoroughly stunted requires a long
time for recovery.
In fact, four
months, which Is usually a desirable
age at which to sell lambs to the best
advantage, Is not sufficient for the animal to recuperate and develop into a
choice market lamb, sny the depart-

ment specialists. Lambs, therefore,
should not only be properly nourished,
but must also be kept free from the
various aliments of young lambs If the
greatest amount of money is to be
realized from them at market time.
Proper Care Prevents Disease.
Lambs from
ewes which
are properly cared for have few troubles or diseases. There are, however,
several ailments which sometimes appear among lambs which, if not given
attention at the proper time, may cause
considerable loss or affect their early
and hence their market
development
value and profit
Some of the Infectious diseases of
lambs, such as Joint 111 and others, may
cause quite serious losses.
Some of
these diseases do not respond rapidly
to treatment, but they can be prevent
ed by proper sanitary conditions.
Clean,
and
quarters should be provided for the
ewes and lambs In order to prevent
these diseases. Sore eyes or a sore
mouth often develop, particularly If
the flock Is kept In unsanitary quarters or If they are exposed to rainy
weather and the udder and flanks of
the ewe become wet and dirty. In
case of sore eyes among the lambs the
eyes should be cleansed each day until
cured with a 8 per cent solution of
boric acid or a 15 per cent solution of
If the lambs are troubled
argyrol.
with sore mouth all the scab and dis
eased tissue should be scraped away
and the sore covered with sheep dip
or carbolated vaseline.
Remedy for Constipation.
Constipation is one of the most com
mon ailments of young lambs. This
may be remedied by giving one or two
ounces of castor oil or linseed oil.
White scours Is another Infectious
disease of lambs which may become
quite serious and affect large numbers
of the lambs where the flock Is kept In
unsanitary quarters. Lambs and their
dams so affected should be taken from
tho flock and isolated.
Such lambs
should be given two teaspoonfuls of
raster oil, which should be followed
for several days by dally doses of one-aalf teaspoonful of salicylic acid.
well-fe-

THEFT BUREAU URGES
OWNER TO KNOW CAR

d

Many Stolen Machines Could Not
Be Identified.
A

comprehensive
report of auto
thefts for the last year Just Issued by
the theft bureau of the Automobile
Club of Southern California shows that
year by year there are more cars being stolen.
In southern California during 1922
there were nearly $3,000,000 worth of
automobiles taken by thief gangs. It
Is believed that this tremendous activity Is conducted by professional groups
of thieves organized on a commercial
bnsls, although a certain per cent of
the cars are tuken for Joy riding pur-

poses.
There were 2,788 machines stolen In
Los Angeles alone during 1022, as compared to 2,572 taken In 1921. The fig
ures for 1021 show a material advance
over those of 1920, according to the
theft bureau report.
An Investigation of the facts relating
to the theft of each automobile shows
that In most Instances the car was
stolen because the owner failed to lock
it or even left the keys in the lock.
Such carelessness as this encourages
the stealing of machines throughout
the state, say the authorities. Al
though the greatest number of cars
stolen have been recovered, great difficulty has been experienced In getting
them back because the owners could
not give proper information to the de
tectives In Identifying their property,
even falling to know their own license
or engine numbers.
Every motortBt should place private
Identification marks somewhere on his
car in a place where the thieves are
not likely to find and destroy It. It is
hoped to cut down the number of
thefts during 1923.

Canvas Fenders Help.

Owners of a small car, who would
to convert It Into a snappy and
unique form of roadster, may take this
hint.
Instead of the regular front
fenders a canvas guard may be
stretched as shown. A couple of coll
springs at the lower end will kep the
guard from sagging.
like

CONTROL OF ORCHARD PESTS
Thorough Tillage, Pruning and General Care of Great Importance-K- eep
Weeds Out.

Ihe thorough tillage, pruning and
general care of orchards Is of great
assistance In pest control. An orchard full of weeds, grass and trash of
various sorts offers favorable condi
tions for the harboring and propagation of some enemies.
Dead and dying branches attract bark beetles and
are a handicap and menace In other
ways. Weak, neglected trees are unable to outgrow injuries and are also
more susceptible to successful attack
by their enemies.
Keep the trees
pruned, tilled and fertilized as well as

Good

Plan

CAUSE OF TROUBLE

to

Keep Close

Watch

See If They Are Sparking
vestigate at Once.

to

In-

Clean out carbon and grind valves.
Watch the brushes of the generator
occasionally to see If they are sparkChange oil every 500 miles of
ing. This may be due to dirty commutator, rough from burning; high
mica, or worn out of true. The brushes
Have carburetor cleaned and ad- may not be properly fitted, they may
be stuck in the guide, have a weak
spring, or be used up. When sparkA flashlight Included In the equip
ing Is noticed have the trouble Investigated Immediately, as the commutator ment of a car Is considered extremely
valuable for emergency use. It should
will be badly damaged and the battery will not receive the proper charge. be kept within reach at all times.
d.

The value of purebred sires In build
ing up a dairy herd Is shown by a fif
teen-yea-

r

experiment recently

con

eluded at the Iowa Agricultural col
lege. By the use of purebred Holsteln
bulls, the milk production of the scrub
cows was Increased 83 per cent by
their half-bloo- d
daughters and 180
blood
per cent by their three-fourth- s

granddaughters. The butterfnt pro
duction was increased by the daugh
ters 68 per cent, and by the grand
daughters 128 per cent.
The offspring in nearly every case
showed Improvement also in body con
formation, persistency of milk flow
and more economical production.
A
good flow of milk for a short period
Is not desirable. Animals which have
a large milk flow and a long sustained
milking period are always to be pre

ferred.
The superiority of purebreds and
grades over scrubs In actual average
monthly production is clearly proved
by the figures. One of the main rea
sons the scrubs snowed such poor
production was their lack of persist
ence. The improvement in the off
spring In this respect Is due entirely
to the pure blood of the sire.
Many farmers milking a string of
scrub cows want to own better cattle
but fear the cost. They are anxious
to Improve the milking qualities of
their herd3 and really enter In the
dairy business. They fear to "buy In1
and do not "grow In" because they are
unaware of the rapid progress possible In grading up. The Iowa Investigation shows that a herd of profitable
producers can be built from a foundation of common cows where the Initial
expense Is a good purebred sire.

TO PROPERLY
Of

MIX BORDEAUX

Importance to Get Quantities
of Materials Right Right
Way to Prepare.

Much

It is almost as Important to properly
mix bordeaux as It is to get tht quantities of materials right, and It lu of
far greater Importance In the matter
of ease of application.
There Is a right way and a wrong
way of making up bordeaux. For example, Suppose you are mailing a
5 :6 :60 botch. This would be made up
of five pounds of copper sulphate or
blue vitriol and five pounds of freshly
burned lime In 60 gallons of water.
The copper sulphate Is dissolved and
the lime Is slaked separately and then
the two are mixed. The right way to
do the work Is to dilute both the copper sulphate and the lime as much as
possible. In other words, dissolve the
five pounds of copper sulphate In
water. This Is best done by putting
the copper sulphate Into a bag and
then the bag Into the water, near the
surface. Bring up the copper sulphate
solution to 23 gallons.
Slake the lime, pouring on a little
hot water at first, until the lime becomes active, then cold water Bhould
be added slowly as the lime slakes
until a fairly thin white liquid results.
Bring the lime milk mixture up to 25
gallons and then pour Into It the solu
tion of copper sulphate, stirring vigor
ously while doing so.
There Is all the difference In the
world In bordeaux mixture properly
prepared and bordeaux mixture Im
properly prepared.
SPREAD

OF WEEDS

ON

FARM

one-ha-

Bravely Met and Overcome De
pression Following the War Financial Standing at Nation High.

The year 1922 In Canada, Western
Cunada particularly, has been a yeur
of quiet achievement.
If there has
been nothing In Its development of a
spectacular nature, there has been a
steady growth, a resolute ellmlnutlon
of things Immaterial to prosperity.
The year 1923 Is entered upon by
the people of the West in high hope
that It ushers In a period of prosperity
based upon the productivity of the
country and the vast riches of lis
lutural resources.
Canada, In common with oil other
nations, has felt keenly the cycle of
the spurious
depression
following
activity and Inflated business coming
Immediately after the cessation of the
war. It has met and overcome many
obstacles In the path of Its prosperity.
The year Just passed, however, has
seen the silver lining peep out from
the edges of the dark cloud and has
demonstrated to the world the celerity
which this country can adjust Itself to
changed conditions. This is evidenced
by the fact thnt Cunada has been
the first among all countries whose
currencies fell below par to bring that
currency back to pnr, and even for a
time above pnr. It did this In the face
of what seemed Insuperable difficul
ties, Increased its exports, lessened Its
Imports, and generally set Its business
house In order.
The high standing of Canada as a
nation Is shown by the euse with
which her bonds ere absorbed and by
the high prices paid for them, and
Winnipeg, It may be mentioned, In a
recent flotation obtained a higher
price than even any provincial government for some time,
Western Canada In 1922 harvested
Its largest grain crop. Its production
of grain, live stock, cereal and dairy
products will, when all Is marketed,
produce In the neighborhood of a bil
lion dollars.
There has been, and
there still Is felt considerable disappointment that the total value Is not
larger, but the fact remains thut this
vast sum of money has come to the
West, or Is In the process of coming,
and If, as Is undoubtedly true, much
of It Is used in the liquidation of obligations Incurred In the past, It Is but a
safer and saner, If longer, road to that
prosperity to which all are looking.
In the process of reaching this prosperity It Is Inevitable that there must
be some failures.
As a matter of fact, It Is the opinion
of many prominent business men that
1822 saw the corner definitely turned
and that 1023 will commence the up
ward swing. Advertisement.

Try these

Bakers' Raisin Pies
save baking at home
THERE

are

luscious rals

around the
corner, at your grocer's or a,
bake shop.
Baked to a turn a flaky

crust

filled

just

with

tender,

tempting raisins, the rich
juice forming a delicious
sauce.
Once try these pies that
master bakers bake fresh daily
in your city and you'll never
take the trouble afterwards
to make raisin pies at home.
Get a pie now and let your
men folks taste it.
Made with tender,
meaty, seeded Sun-Ma- id

Raisins.

As pirin

baV
J DdVer

ann Tn?15tl

Unless yon see the name "Bayer" on
package or on tablets you are not getting the genuine Bayer product pre
scribed by physicians over twenty-twyears and proved safe by millions for
Colds
Headache
Toothache
Lumbago
Earache
Rheumatism
Neuralgia
Pain, Pain
Accept "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin"
only. Each unbroken package contains
proper directions. Handy boxes of
twelve tablets cost few cents. Druggists also sell bottles of 24 and 100.
Asperln Is the trade mark of Bayer
Manufacture of Monoacetlcactdester of
Sallcyllcacld.
Advertisement
o

Popular.
"She's a very popular girl. Isn't she?"
She
has any number of
"Very.
friends spending the winter In the
South, and all of them have written
to say they wish she were down there
with them."
It Is easier to raise a disturbance
than a mortgage.

11 Oenfis

Raisins furnish 1560 calories
of energizing nutriment per
pound in practically predigested

form.
Also a fine content of food-Ir- on
good food for the blood.'
Use raisins frequently, there-for- e,
which are both good and
good for you, in puddings cakes,
cookies, etc.
You may bs offered other
brands that you know less well
s,
than
but the kind
you want is the kind you know
is good. Insist, therefore, on
Sun-Mabrand. They cost no
more than ordinary raisins.
Mail coupon for free book
of tested Sun-Ma- id
recipes.
Learn what you coo do with
luscious raisins.

RAISINS

SUN-MAI- D

The Supreme Pie Raisin
Your retailer should sell you Sun -- Maid Raisins
for not more than the following prices i
Seeded (in IS at. bltu pHrje.)
Seedleea (in IS ot. red
Seeded or SeWlw ( II o.j

Seeded, in tint (St
Seeded, in tint

S0
1

Ba

os.)-- 20a

(.)

15a

CUT THIS OUT AND SEND IT
I
I
I

Sun-Mai- d

Raisin Growers,

Fresno, California
Please send me copy of your free book,
"Recipes with Raisins."

m"
Blui

Paclaft

I
I

,.

Crrr

Australian Cotton.
Crawford, Vaughan, managing di
rector of the Cotton Growing association, speaks optimistically of the pros
pects of cotton growing In Australia.
In 1021 under 1,000,000 pounds of seed
cotton was grown, In 1920 2,000 grow
ers produced 4,000,000 pounds, and In
1023 It Is estimated thnt 15,000 grow
era will produce a minimum of 25,000,- 000 pounds, and possibly 50,000,000
His Dislike.
Is estimated that the
Tou are a confounded liar, an In pounds. It
70,000, will be doubled
present
acreage,
1"
Idiot
a
fernal
and dirty blackguard
In 1024. The Cotton Growers associa
cried one disputant.
tion is spending $1,000,000 this year
"And you are a driveling idiot, a
A large spinfor additional plants.
chronic thief and a lounging loafer I"
ning plant In Sydney Is being con
yelled the other.
structed, using Australian cotton as
"Oh, fle! flel" said old FesUs Pester,
prelude to a great manufacturing
pushing forward. "Please expfaln what business.
all this Is about before you begin to
fight. While I love trouble as much as
any man, arid more than most, I dislike WOMEN NEED SWAMP-ROO- T
to see my fellow citizens killed until
know what It Is for." Kansas City
Thousands of women have kidney and
Star.
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the

Large Percentage of Noxious Plants
Are Put on Farm by Improper
Planting of Seed.

There are many natural agencies,
such as wind, water, animals, etc.,
which cause the spread of weeds.
There is still another way In which
weeds are brought on the farm; that
Is, by sowing seed which has mixed
with It many weed seeds. A large per
centage of the weeds ore put on the
sprayed.
farm by actually planting weed seeds
with farm or garden crops. In most
FEEDING VALUE OF CLOVERS
cases a farmer sows weed seeds because he Is not familiar with them,
Because of High Protein Content They
Every farmer should be just as famil
Are Valuable for All Growing
iar with the bad weed seeds as he is
Farm Animals.
with seeds of wheat, clover and tim
othy.
Clovers make excellent feed whether
nsed as pasture, as hay, or as soiling
Because of the high protein AVOID SORE EYES OF LAMBS
crops.
content they are valuable for growing
animals and a good supplement to Trouble Can Be Controlled by Rub
corn. One ton of clover hay has a
bing Back Hairs Which Have
Been Scratching Eyeball.
feeding vnlue for fnttening animals
tons of timequal to one and
ton of shelled
Mnny a lamb has one or both eyes
othy hay,
s
ton of wheat bran. sore before he is born these days
corn, or
Just becnuse the eyelid has turned
CAUSE LAMENESS IN HORSES In ngalnst the ball and sfhrted Irri
tation by reason of the hairs scratch6me Are Hereditary and Others Are ing the eyeball. The remedy is repeatedly rubbing it backward several
Environmental Many Can Be
In a day or two the
times a day.
Prevented or Checked,
eye will clear up.
There are several factors which
Time to Sow Clover.
cause lameness In horses. Some are
You can sow clover seed or sweet
hereditary and others are environ
mental.
The hereditary ones can be clover seed any time after the first
prevented largely in the future by of the year.
using only good, sound breeding stock,
ind the environmental effects can
Place for Surplus Manure.
nly. he checked by- providing the
If you are In doubt as to where that
proper surrounding conditions for the load of manure should go, put It on
horse.
the garden.
three-fourt-

BRUSHES

d

Its

Has
Milk Production
Half-Bloo- d

FACTORS

TEAR OF ADVANCE

-

State.

Book your

tu Passage

WW
Tr

mon Americans take Canadian Pacific
Every
ehjpe to Europe. It means Only Four Day Open
Sea and a gUmpee ol the Old World In Fnnck
Canada.
Sailinga every lew deye from Montreal
and Quebec by the Empreaa linera and luxurious
Monodaae (one claae) cabin ships.

result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy conEDWARD L SHEEHAN
dition, they may cause the other organs
General Agent
to become diseased.
St. Louia, Mo.
420 Locust Street
Pain in the back, headache, loss of ambition, nervousness, are often times symp
toms of kidney trouble.
ST SPANS THI WORLD
Don,t, deky tartin treatment. Dr,Swamp-RooKilmer-a physician's preToo
Much for Ticket Clerk.
scription, obtained at any drug store, may
Mr. Borem (buying a railroad tick
be just the remedy needed to overcome
et) What became of the ticket clerB
such conditions.
Get a medium or large size bottle im- who used to be at this window?
mediately from any drug store.
Ticket Clerk He's in a lumttla
However, if you wish first to test this asylum.
send
to
Dr.
cents
ten
great preparation
"You don't say sol What was tha
Kilmer A Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for
reason?"
sure
and
be
When
bottle.
writing
sample
"A shock."
mention this paper. Advertisement.
'Shock, eh?"
In
Oil
Australia.
"Yes, one day last week a woma
The assistant government geologist came to his window, bought a ticket
employed by the Freney Kimberley Oil paid for It and walked away without
company sends a very hopeful report stopping to ask a string of questions."
about the oil bore at Mount Wynne,
Los Angeles Times.
The bore is
Kimberley, Australia.
down 128 feet, and between the one
Of Course.
hundred and ninth and one hundred
"Children should be seen and not
foot passed through heard." "Whose?" "Other people's."
and twenty-flrs- t
broken strata with beams filled with
Detroit Free Press.
asphalt, which must have migrated
beds
below. The prosfrom
pect area Is now restricted within definite limits, which simplifies the work,
For Infants and Children
and there are prospects of a successful
Issue before long.
Always beau
There's a difference between earn
the
ings and Income.
Signature Of

CANADIAN PACIFIC

CASTOR I A.

In Use ForOver 30 Years

Disordered Stomach

Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
uuc
iui ct icw nignis alter.
CARTERS Youuicii
will relish avid

A IITTLE
INZER
A

PIL

your meals without fear of trouble to
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,
Dizziness, Sick Headache, Upset Stomach and for Sallow,
Pimply. Blotchy Skin. They tni tht mlttry tf CmiHpatkm.

?&&C

S-

-H

Ml Saan

Dose, Sssall Pries

Gives Cheerful Hew Color Tone to Old Curtains
PUTNAM FADELESS DYES-d- yes
or tints as you wish'

f HE RESERVE

NOTICE

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
Entered

is

matte

second-clas- s

at

the

post-offic- e

at Reserve, New Mexico,

under sot of Congrss of March 2, 1879.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
One Tear in Advance

TO ENTRY OF
RESTORATION
LANDS IN NATIONAL FORESTS
Notice is hereby given that the lands
122.50
embracing
Mrs. J. M. Murphy left for Magda-len- a described below,
Wednesday morning. She in- acres, within the Datll National Fortends to stay in town for quite a es, New Mexico will be subject to
settlement and entry under the prowhile.
visions of the homestead laws of the
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Kby have moved United States and the act of June 11,
1906 (34 Stat., 233,)
at the United
in to town.
States land office at Las Cruces. New
Mr .and Mrs. L, B. Moore, Mr. and Mexico on August 22, 1923, by any
for a
Mrs. Sidney Padgett cave an Easter dualifled liersoi, except that
period of 90 days prior to said date,
party to the children of the communi
land will be subject to a preference
ty. They reported a wonderful time. the
men of the War
Messrs Moore and I'adiiett liid the right of
men,
with Germany. Such
in order to avail themeslves of their
must file their apMessrs Watters and Locke Bros, preference onrights,
or after May 3, 1923, but
from the N H ranch spent the night plications
to
August 22, 1923. All such apin Greens Gap Wednesday night and prior
filed on or after May 3, 19l!3
remained over Thursday until after plications to
May 23, 1923 will be treatbut prior
noon, repairing their car.
ed as simultaneously filed at 9 a. m. on

GREENS GAP

All
such applications
23, 1923.
Miss Kiteen Lawrence, who has been May on
or after May 23, 1023 but prior
filed
staying in Datil with her mother for t August 22, 1923 will be treated In
here
the past few months arrived
filed. Applicaorder in which
mornlns. She intends to the
Tuesday
tions may be filed by the general pubstay over for some time.
lic within 20 days prior to August 22.
as simulbe treated
Mrs. Sid Mathers came back from 1923 and will
filed at 9 a. m. on August
taneously
lias
Mrs.
Mathers
Monday,
Mngdalemi
SEV4
for the past 22, 1923. SV4 S4 NEVi, SK
been living in town
HK'A. NV4 NW14
NWV4, NEV
month.
NEVi NE14
XEVi SE; NW54
T. 5 S R. 18 W., N.
Mrs. F. M. Hull, who has been In SWSi, Sec. 36;
r. M., containing 122.50 acres.
Mapdalenu with her daughter, Mrs. M.
Mathers came home with Mr. and Mrs Libted without applicant. List
March 20, 1923.
X. A. BlKgers.
D. K. Parrott,
Actlnir Assistant
Commissioner or
We are all glad to welcome Mr. and
Land
Office.
General
the
our
in
Mrs. Dave Killion back
neighborhood. They havt been living in
been of Greens Gap Wednesday morning.
Mr.
Killion
has
where
Magdalena
employed at the Studebaker garage for
Miss Eileen Lawrence spent last
some time.
Tuesday night In the Stiles home.
Mr. and Mrs. Blggers, Mrs. Wimeth
Flint (formerly
We hear Edwin
and little J. B. made a trip to Magdalena last Sunday returning Monday.
known as Shorty) is employed at the
J. L. runch.
There was a meeting for the election
Bill Killion went to town Wednes
of school trustees Monday the 2nd at
the Greens Gap school house. Mrs. day.
L. B. Moore was elected to serve for
Taul Moore spent last Sunday night
the next three years. We are sure
Mrs. Moore will be a success for she with Glenn Lawrence.
is very interested In our school.
Messrs R. L. Owens and Bob Flint
Mrs. Wilmeth and J. B. spent Thurspassed through Greens Pap Friday
day afternoon at the Lawrence home, with a bunch of Mr. Flint's cattle.
Mr. Owens has the care of this bunch
Zearl Stiles was seen on the streets for the present.

1

4

The

Socorro State
Bank

STORIES OF

OVER

$500,000.

Reserve Mercantile Co.
Hamilton Brown Shoes

New Stock Ladies' Oxfords

Silk and wool hose
Outing flannels
Sweaters
Winter clothing

Creamery butter
Fresh cheese
Honeydew mellons
and
Other perishable goods

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

YOUR

PROTECTION

SWSW,

SE.

YOU NOT ONLY PROTECT YOUR

savings, but you get paid for doing so when you have

a savings account at this bank.
Money

that's idle means money wasted.

your saving to work

Put

and watch the interest grow. We

watch both the pricipal and interest for you and
lieve you of

re-

all the banking worries.

GREAT INDIANS

SAFETY

HONESTY

23,

1911,

Township

I

Chief

lay dying in ids
home, the "White Ilouse of the
near Cache, Okla. When a
white doctor had fulled to save his
life, Quasel, the medicine man, entered. Placing Ills arm about the dying chief, Quasel flapped his hunds
and Imitated the call of the Great
Eagle, the messenger of the Great
Spirit. "Father In Heaven, this our
brother is coming," he prayed. A
moment later, Quanah, the son of a
white mother, a chief who had lived
the white man's way for 35 years,
died an Indian.
Quanah's mother was Cynthia Ann
Parker, a white woman who had been
captured by his father Nokonl, "The
Wanderer," in 1835, when she was only
twelve years old. She bore liiiu three
children, two sons and a daughter,
A son born In 1845 was given the name
Kwalnl, "fragrunt." When friends of
the Parker family visited the Comanche
camp to persuade her to return to
civilization she said, "I am happy with
my husband and children. I have no
desire to be anything but an Indian."
In 1800 Texas Rangers under Gov.
L. S. Ross attacked the Comanche
camp, killed Nokonl and captured
Cynthia Ann Parker and her
daughter. The sons escaped.
When the "White Indian" was restored to her people, It brought her
no joy for she mourned incessantly
for the Indian camp and especially for
her sons. Soon afterwards, during a
council with the Comanches,
tfoiue
army officers told young Quanali, or
Kwalna, that his mother was still alive
and they tried to Induce him to make
his home with her. It was in vain.
The boy had never known anything
but Indian life. In 1864 Cynthia Ann
Parker died, still mourning for her sou.
Quanah rose to the position of war
chief of the Comnnehes and In the
war with the Southern Plains tribes
In 1874 he was the last to surrender.
When he did he encouraged his people
In traveling the white man's road.
In his last years Qunnah brought
Ids mother's body from Texas and
burled it near his home. Then he
worked unceasingly to have a suitable
memorial erected over the grave. Finally congress appropriated $1,000 for that
purpose and two weeks before Quannh
died the monument was built. The
body of Quanah, the chief of the Comanches, was burled nearby, and the
white mother and her Indian son were
reunited at last.

.Satuntu was a grim humorist. Once
ut Fort Dodge Gen. W. S. Hancock
uniform
gave him a major-general'- s
and the Kiowa showed his appreciation of the gift by putting it on and
eliding mi attack on the post.
Some time biter Satunta had the effrontery to visit Fort llarker clad In
his general's uniform und riding In
a government ambulance, drawn by
eight mules, an equipage which lie had
captured in one of his raids. With
u brawny Indian driver lashing the
mules to top speed, Satunta, dashed
into the fort and unnounced that he
had come to make a formal call on
Gen. A. N. Sully who was visiting

has filed
W., N. M. P. Meridian,
notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
T. C.
land above described, before

RESERVE STATE BANK
4

When in Need
T

General Merchandise
GIVE US A TRIAL

T.C. TURK, Reserve, N.M.

Turk, United States Commissioner, at

Claimant names as witnesses:
Chas. H. Boswell,
Perry Hedrick,
Charles Hedrick and R. G. Binnlon,
all of Spur Lake, New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Register.

MAGDALENA MERCANTILE
-:-

NOTICE

PUBLICATION

FOR

stock of one of

entire

the larcest

surplus
U.

S

Government shoe contractors.

NOTICE

-

DRY GOODS, BOOTS AND SHOES,

GROCERIES,

HARDWARE, TINWARE, FARM IMPLEMENTS

MEAT MARKET
GASOLINE FILLING STATION

Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Filled

FOR

PUBLICATION

NEW MEXICO

MAGDALENA,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. March
1, 1923.

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred

Notice is hereby given that William
Laney, of Luna, N. M., who on Jan- urary 19, 1920, made Homestead Entry
bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof. No. 019003, for Homestead Entry Survey, No. 370, containing 53.22 acres, in
The actual value of this shoe is $6.00. Section 28; WNEy4NW54,
NE
Section
NEV4NWW, NNWNEW,
we
can
tremendous
to
this
buy
Owing
33, Township 5 S., Range 19 W., N. M.
the whole
P. Meridian,
containing
offer same to the public at $2.95.
103.22 acres, has filed notice of intenSend correct size. Pay postman on tion to make final three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above desdelivery or send money order. If shoej
cribed, before T. C. Turk, U. S. Comare not as represented we will cheer- missioner, at Reserve, New Mexico,
on the 2nd day of May, 1923.
fully refund your money promptly upClaimant names as witnesses:
on request.
.Tas. M. Swapp, Robert J.
Howell,
NATIONAL BAY STATE SHOE CO. J. F. Russell and H. A. Wilcox, all of
Luna, New Mexico.
296 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Nemecia Ascarate,
'
tf
Register.
percent solid leather, color dark tan,

-:-

o

-

which was the

COMPANY

-

The Cash Store

PUBLIC SALE
12,

'

Of anything in the line of
r

j

Reserve, New Mexico, on the 19th day
of April, 1923.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. February 13, 1923.
there.
Notice Is hereby given that John
In 1871 Satanta was sentenced to P. Nichols, of Spur Lake, New Mexilife Imprisonment in the Texas state co, who on August 22, 1919 made
019167 for the
penitentiary for having killed several Homestead Entry No.
SW'iSE Section IS;
whites In that state. After two years W',4SE4SE14;
Mi
V4 E
N E V4 NE 4 ;
WNEViNEK;
he wus released. In 1874 the Kiowas W
E N E Vi N W" N E Vt ;
SENW
went on the warpath ag:iin and al;
Wtt
WMsNEy4NW',iNEy4;
NE'i
though Satunta had no part In the out- NWtiNE'A, Section 24, Township 4
break, he was taken back to prison. S., Range 20 W N. M. P. Meridian,
On October 11, 1878, he killed himself has filed notice of intention to make
by .lumping from an upper window of final three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
the hospital where he luy ill.
fore T. C. Turk, U. S. Commissioner,
at Reserve, New Mexico, on the 4th
day of April 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
F. B. Evans, Virgil Bruce, Perry
Hedrick and R. G. Binlon, all of Spur
Lake, New Mexico.,
Nemecia Ascarate,
Register.
Wo have purchased 122,000 pair U.
Subscribe for the Advocate,
S. Army Munson last shoes, sizes 5,'2

to

SERVICE

COURTESY

THE

QREAT INDIANS

NSNENWii,

The Bank of Personal Service

shoes

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,

SE; NSESEtt,

WHITE COMANCHE

Socorro, N. M.

Endicott-Johnso- n

NOTICE
,

March 19, 1923.
Notice is hereby given that John
t. Davis of Sprlngerville, Arizona, who
Utataon
By Elmo
on March
made
23, 1918
Original
Copyright, Itii, Wwcirn Nwippr Loiun.
Homestead Entry Serial No. 017662
for
Sec.
10;
NWKNWK
SCAR FACE CHARLEY, LEON-IDA- S
SWPWH Section 1; Lot 1, SE4 SE&SWtf, NE54SW& Sec. ti; and on
OF THE MODOCS
NEVi, Section 2, Township 4 S., Range October 27, 1922 made
additional
20 W., N. M. I. Meridian,
has filed Homestead
Entry No. 019830, for NE1
NB April day In 1873 a
notice of intention to make final three
70
of
party
Section 10;
soldiers commanded, by Capt. Evan year proof, to establish claim to the NWUSW'4, NENWK,
Lots 3 & 4; SftNWtt
Thomas suddenly found themselves land above described, before T. C. Turk Section 3, all in Township 3 S Range
In a death trap In the lava beds of U. S. Commissioner, at Reserve, New 20 W N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
northern California.
Wltliln a few Mexico, on the 19th day of April, 1923, notice of intention to make final three
Claimant names as witnesses:
minutes the murderous Are from a hidyear proof, to establish claim to the
Chas. H. Boswell, Perry Hedrick,
land above described before D. B. Baca
den enemy had disabled more than
Charles Hedrick and R. G. Binnlon United States Commissioner
at Que
half of the command.
of Spur Lake, New Mexico.
msjdo, New Mexico, on the 9th day of
As suddenly as the Indian lire had all
Nemecia Ascarato,
iviay, iaz,j.
begun, it stopped und the survivors
Claimant names as witnesses:
Register.
heiird a voice shouting to them : "Xou
Luther C. Trammell, Frank Crackle,
who are not dead had better go home ;
Wales
Eubanks and James Mills, all
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATION
we don't want to kill you all in one
of Sprlngerville, Arizona.
In the Probate
Court
of Catron
Nemecia Ascarate,
duyl" It was the voice of Scar Face
County, New Mexico.
Register
Charley, the leader of a Modoc war
In the matter of the Estate of Pedro
party. With a force of only 21 war- Almeraz, Deceased; Dennis E. Bearup,
riors he had killed 82 and wounded 18 Administrator,
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
of the soldiers.
Notice is hereby given that the un
Wearied of the
slaughter, he allowed "the remainder dersigned wa.4 on the ninth day of Department of the Interior U. S. Land
to escape. Afterwards he said: "My January 1923, duly appointed by the
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. .Febheart wus sick at seeing so many men Probate Court of Catron County, New
ruary 13, 1923.
Mexico, Administrator of the Estate
killed."
Notice is hereby given that Luis
The career of Scar Face Charley of Pedro Almeraz, deceased.
y Serna, of Quemado, New
All persons having claims against Armijo
Mexico, who on December 21, 1917,
(Clilkchlkam L'upalkuelatlto
"Wagon
said Estate are ' hereby notified (hat made Homestead
No. 016931,
Scar Faced"), called the "Leonklas
are required to present and file for SMNKNEK: Entry,
NE
SNE&; townof the Lava Beds," In the Modoc war, they
the same, duly verified, within one
Section 25,
was one of strange contrasts. At the year from the date of said appoint2
ship S Range 17 W N. M. P. Meriopening of the conflict he had visited ment, the time
prescribed by law, dian has filed notice of intention to
the homes of many settlers and, waru-In- g otherwise the same will be barred.
make final three year proof, to estabDennis E. Bearup, Administrator.
them that war was coming, told
lish claim to the land above described
New
Mexico. before D. B.
Address, Mogollon,
them to stay quietly In their homes and
Baca, U. S. Commissioner
at Quemado, New Mexico, on the 4th
the Modocs would not molest them. He
had llred the opening gun of the war
day of April 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
when soldiers "Jumped" the Modoc
Candelario Chavez, Manuel Jara- camp In November, 1872.
I'edro Chavez and Tomas
millo,
When Captain Jack, the chief, wantSTORIES OF
Armijo, all of Quemado, New Mexico.
ed to make peace Charley was one of
Nemecia Ascarate,
the warriors who taunted him and
,
Register.
forced him to continue lighting. Then
By Elmo Scoll Ualson
he protested against the murder of
General Canny and Doctor Thomas
uioiiaJit, I'Jl'i, Western Newspaper Iniuii.
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
calling It "unworthy of the heart of SATANTA OF THE KIOWAS, AS
a Modoc."
When he saw that the
"ORATOR OF THE PLAINS"
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Modoc cause was hopeless he surOffice at Las Cruces, N. M. Febrendered to the military and enlisted
(Set-t'-aint- e
"White
ruary 13, 1923.
SATANTA
as a scout.
Notice is hereby given that Floyd B.
chief of the Kiowns, acOne night Block Jim and Curly-Heade- d quired the sobriquet of "Orator of the Evans, of Spur Lake, New Mexico,
Doctor, two of the most war- I'ImIus" at the famous Medicine Lodge who on April 13, 1918, made Home
No. 017835, for the Vfhi
like Modocs, denounced him as a traitreaty in 1S07 where lie made the stead Entry
NWVi, NWSW14 Sec. 24, T. 4 S., R.
tor and threatened to kill hlin. Walklending speed) in reply to the gov- 20 W and
on February 26, 1920, made
"I love the additional
ing over to the fire nnd stunding there ernment commissioners.
No.
Homestead Entry,
in the full blaze of the burning logs,
land and the buffalo and will not 019235, for SW'iSW
Section 13,
he euid : "Men, put on some more wood
with
"I
have Township 4 S., Range 2 W N. M. P.
them," he declared.
purl
for I want Black Jim and the Doctor heard that you intend to settle us on Meridian, has filed notice of inten
to have a good light to shoot me by." u reservation near the mountains. I tion to make final three year proof, to
His bluff wus not called.
don't want to settle. I love to roam establish claim to the land above desCharley continued Jn the service of over (he prairies. There I feel free cribed before T. C. Turk, U. S. Comthe soldiers until they had run Cuplaln and hnppy, but when we settle down missioner, at Reserve, New Mexico,
on the 4th day of, April, 1923.
Jack to earth. When the chief and we grow pale and die."
Claimant names as witnesses:
five others were tried before a military
lie hud uttered the creed of the
J. P. Nichols, R. G. Blnion, Virgil
court for murdering the peace comnomadic plains Indian and he backed Bruce and
Perry Hedrick, all of Spur
he was one of the witmissioners,
He
a
his
deeds.
was
with
words
up
Lake, New Mexico,
nesses who spoke most earnestly in be- during leader and a merciless foe.
Nemecia Ascarate,
half of the condemned men.
He literally painted the southern
,
Register.
At the close of the Modoc war Charplains red, his favorite color. On the
Ills
as
with
his
ley
people
military prisonface, hair and
wiirpiitli he daubed
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
ers were deported to Oklahoma where the upper part of his body with
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Decemdied
the "Wagon Scarfuced"
crimson mid he painted his tepee en- Department
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. Febru
ber 8, 18WJ.
tirely red, with streamers of the same
ary 28, 1923.
color at the ends of the polos.
Notice is hereby given that John F.
g
"Satunta Is u
Indian, West, of Spur Lake, New Mexico, who
energetic and sharp as n brier, lie on January 13, 1920, made Homestead
STORIES OF
puts on u good deal of style at his Entry, No. 019246, for NESEH, N
8ESE14SE, EHSWft
meals and spreads u carpet for his SEHSE54,
SEftSEK, NWSWfcSEKSE?4, Secguests to sit on. He has painted
By Elmo Scot! Watson
for tables and a brass French tion 2; NEt4NENE4, NEtfNWft
Section 11; NWNW,
lie blows vigorously when
NEWNE&
which
horn
Union.
2
2,
lit
Weitern
Copyright,
Is'ewayapr
the food is ready," writes a govern- NKNE14NW51,
CHIEF QUANAH PARKER, "THE ment physician who was his guest in Section 12,
4 S., Range 20

INDIANS
QREAT Scott
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ONQuanali
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FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Crues, N. M., February 28, 1923.
is hereby given that Orval
. Notice
M. West, of Spur Lake, New Mexico,
who on January 22, 1920, made Homestead Entry, No. 019244, for Lot 4,

r
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ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
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eserve Garage
General Repairing,
Oxy-Acetyle-

i

and Supplies
Compare our prices with others

Gas, Oils, Accessories

f

L,l'
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'MLJM

Lathe Work
Welding

i

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
II

V.

A .G. HILL, Manager

